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Cover photo: Aerial view of unpaved roads dividing a soy monoculture from the native Cerrado, in the region of Ribeiro Goñçalves, Piauí, Brazil. © Adriano Gambarini/WWF Brazil
High in protein and energy, soy is a key part of the global food supply. But its growth has come at a cost. Millions of ha of forest, grassland and savannah have been converted to agriculture, either directly or indirectly, as a result of the global boom in soy production. With demand continuing to rise, more natural ecosystems will be lost – unless we take action urgently. Everybody can contribute to the transition toward a more responsible soy industry, including soy producers; traders; buyers in feed, meat and dairy, food processing and retail sectors; financial institutions; governments in producer and consumer countries; NGOs; and consumers.

Soybeans have been cultivated for thousands of years in Asia, but over the last century cultivation has expanded dramatically. In the last 50 years, the production of soy has grown tenfold, from 27 to 269 million tons. The total area of soy now covers over 1 million square kilometres – the total combined area of France, Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands. The fastest growth in recent years has been in South America, where production grew by 123 per cent between 1996 and 2004. And this expansion shows no sign of stopping: the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) suggests soy production will almost double by 2050.

Soy produces more protein per hectare than any other major crop. It is also one of the most profitable agricultural products. Around 270 million tonnes were produced in 2012, of which 93 per cent came from just six countries: Brazil, United States, Argentina, China, India and Paraguay. Soy production is also expanding rapidly in Bolivia and Uruguay. The main importers are the EU and China, while the US has the greatest soy consumption per capita.

**Uses of soy**

While soybeans can be eaten directly by humans, most are crushed to produce protein-rich soy meal, along with vegetable oil and by-products such as lecithin, a natural emulsifier. The meal is used primarily as livestock feed. Soy oil is used in food and other consumer goods, such as cosmetics and soaps, and as a biofuel.

**Feed:** Increasing meat consumption is the main driver behind soy’s continuing expansion. Around three-quarters of soy worldwide is used for animal feed, especially for poultry and pigs. Between 1967 and 2007 pork production rose by 294 per cent, egg production by 353 per cent and poultry meat by 711 per cent; over the same period, the relative costs of these products declined. As the world’s largest source of animal feed, soy is a key component of the industrial farming model that has enabled this.

**Food:** Some 6 per cent of soybeans are eaten directly, mainly in Asian countries, as whole beans or in products such as tofu and soy sauce. Soy is used as an ingredient in many baked and fried products, as margarine, in frying fats, or bottled as cooking
oil. Lecithin derived from soy is one of the most common additives in processed foods, found in everything from chocolate bars to smoothies.

**Fuel:** Soybean oil can be used to produce biodiesel. Although this remains a small proportion of global soy production, use of soy as a fuel is driving expansion in countries such as Argentina.

**Growing demand**
Soy production is expected to increase rapidly as economic development leads to higher animal protein consumption, especially in developing and emerging countries. Recent FAO projections suggest an increase to 515 million tonnes by 2050; others project a 2.2 per cent increase per year until 2030. Soy consumption in China doubled in the last decade, from 26.7 million tonnes in 2000 to 55 million tonnes in 2009, of which 41 million tonnes were imported; China’s imports are projected to increase by 59 per cent by 2021-22. Markets in Africa and the Middle East are also expected to expand rapidly in the next decade.

The challenge is clear: we are going to be growing more soy, and will need more land to grow it on.

**Loss of natural ecosystems**
Over the last few decades, vast areas of forest, grassland and savannah have been converted to agriculture. In total, the area of land in South America devoted to soy grew from 17 million ha in 1990 to 46 million ha in 2010, mainly on land converted from natural ecosystems. Between 2000 and 2010, 24 million ha were brought into cultivation in South America: soybean production expanded by 20 million ha in the same period.

While this has helped to increase meat production and brought economic benefits to the countries that produce and trade it, converting natural ecosystems carries a heavy cost. Biodiversity is in decline, forest loss is a key factor in climate change, and as ecosystems are destroyed or degraded, we lose many of the ecological services we rely on, from clean water and healthy soils to pollination and pest control.

Soy production poses a threat to forests, savannahs and grasslands of global importance:
- The Amazon is home to one in every 10 animals on Earth, and plays a vital role in regulating the global climate. Soy has contributed to deforestation in the Brazilian and Bolivian Amazon, both through direct conversion and in some cases by displacing cattle production to the forest frontier.
- The Cerrado holds around 5 per cent of the world’s biodiversity and is one of South America’s most important water sources. But in the last 40 years, around half of the Brazilian Cerrado has been converted to agriculture and pastures. Soy cultivation now takes up around 7 per cent of the Cerrado biome, or an area the size of England.
- Though the Atlantic Forest has been reduced to a fraction of its original extent over the centuries, it remains immensely rich in biodiversity, with over 8,000 endemic species. Soy has been a leading driver of deforestation. Legal protection has limited this in recent years, though existing laws are being threatened.
- Agricultural expansion, largely driven by soy, is the biggest threat to the Gran Chaco, a species-rich, sparsely populated plain that straddles Argentina, Paraguay and Bolivia. The region is undergoing one of the fastest rates of conversion in the
Executive summary

The world, with half a million ha of native vegetation cleared between 2010 and 2012.

- Bolivia’s Chiquitano forest is the world’s largest tropical dry forest, one of the most endangered ecosystems on the planet. Soy production is expanding rapidly in Bolivia, accompanied by high rates of forest clearance.
- Soy has also replaced natural grassland, including in the Uruguayan Campos, the North American prairies and the Argentinian Pampas.

Steps toward responsible soy
Demand for soy will continue to rise over the coming decades, at a time when the world’s population and consumption of natural resources is growing to unprecedented levels. Carrying on with “business as usual” will mean further loss of natural environments, leading to huge and irreversible losses of biodiversity. The natural capital and ecosystem services that underpin not only agriculture but the entire global economy will be further eroded: ecological processes could be pushed beyond tipping points, leading to catastrophic failures. Increased carbon emissions will exacerbate the already formidable challenges of climate change.

But we do not have to follow this pathway. Solutions exist that will allow us to meet the need for soy and other agricultural commodities while conserving biodiversity and crucial ecosystems.

**Producer country legislation:** Policies to conserve forests and native vegetation have the potential to contain the irresponsible expansion of soy and other agricultural production – though in some cases, these policies have merely displaced problems to other areas. While most governments have established protected areas to conserve a proportion of their country’s native ecosystems, regions such as the Cerrado and the Gran Chaco lack adequate protection. Legislation is also needed to support conservation outside protected areas, including on farms and other privately owned land. Just as importantly, all of these policies need to be implemented effectively.

**Land-use planning:** WWF wants to see all countries introduce transparent, systematic planning processes for balancing different land uses with conservation of natural environments. Various tools exist to identify “go” and “no go” zones – areas suitable for production, such as degraded lands and low-productivity pasture, and areas of high conservation value (HCV) that should be protected from development.

**Market responses:** Private companies have begun to take steps to reduce the environmental impact of soy. Responses include individual and collective pledges to avoid deforestation, such as the Soy Moratorium in the Brazilian Amazon, and voluntary certification schemes developed in collaboration with civil society organizations, such as the Round Table on Responsible Soy (RTRS). The RTRS standard does not allow the conversion of any native forests, as well as non-forest habitats such as grasslands and wetlands of high conservation value.

**Consumer country responses:** Consumer countries have an important role to play in influencing the shift to more responsible soy production practices. The Netherlands – the second-largest soy importer in the world – is aiming for 100 per cent of soy for the Dutch market to be certified to RTRS standards, or equivalent, by 2015. Similar initiatives exist or are under way in other European countries, including Switzerland, Belgium, Denmark and Sweden. Public procurement policies that favour responsibly produced soy could be another important tool.
Better Management Practices (BMPs): BMPs can help farmers improve soil health and productivity, reduce the use of inputs such as agrochemicals and water, and mitigate negative environmental impacts. In areas where yields are low, such as India and China, BMPs can help soy producers to increase yields without expanding production areas. Yield increase in one area can contribute to less expansion in others. Similarly, increasing livestock productivity in areas of very low-intensity grazing could free up land for soy cultivation: the cattle sector in Brazil recognizes that it could increase beef production even with 30-40 per cent less land.

Payments for Ecosystem Services (PES): Converting forests to soy is usually more profitable in the short term than conserving them. PES schemes can help to balance this by rewarding those who conserve natural ecosystems and the services they provide: a new PES law in Paraguay, and Brazil’s revised Forest Code, for example, will allow landowners who conserve more than the legal minimum forest cover to sell certificates to those who are not in compliance. Climate finance mechanisms such as REDD+ and carbon markets also offer incentives for conserving and restoring natural vegetation.

Responsible investment: Financial markets can help to shape the future of the soy industry by diverting capital away from projects that threaten natural ecosystems toward sustainable production. Investors in agricultural commodities such as soy are waking up to the fact that environmental risks can have a material impact on profitability. Increasingly, banks are providing better terms for clients that meet credible certification standards, such as those of the RTRS: this will influence traders and processors, as well as producers.

Reducing consumption and reducing waste: Reducing waste and eating fewer animal products could keep soy demand in check. Opportunities exist to reduce waste at every step of the soy supply chain, from farm to consumer. Developed countries adopting a healthy, balanced diet with animal protein consumption in line with nutritionists’ recommendations could reduce the pressure on natural ecosystems: a recent report from WWF-Germany suggests that if all Germans reduced their meat consumption to levels recommended by the German Society for Nutrition, it would reduce the amount of land needed for agricultural production by 1.8 million ha, including 826,000 ha used to produce soy as animal feed, predominately in South America.

While there is no single solution, all of us, from companies that produce, buy and finance soy to consumers of soy and meat products, have the power to make choices that will help build a more responsible soy industry.

But we need to act urgently in order to reduce the pressure on the Amazon, the Cerrado and the Chaco, and other rich and valuable ecosystems that are vital to the health of the planet and people.
CONVERSION OR CONSERVATION?

A lone tree stands as a reminder of the Atlantic Forest that once covered 100 million hectares in Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay. Around it, soy monocultures stretch into the distance.

Demand for soy – mostly for animal feed – has risen dramatically in recent decades. In South America, vast areas of natural forest, savannah and grassland have been cleared to make way for soy production. And as the world’s appetite for the products made with soy increases ever further, more and more land will be needed.

So will more natural habitats be destroyed to make way for soy fields? Or can we find ways to produce more soy while conserving forests and important ecosystems?

Naranjal, Atlantic Forest, Paraguay
1. INTRODUCTION

Soy has become one of the world’s most important crops, but we urgently need to produce it more responsibly.

A century ago, the soybean was practically unknown outside Asia. Today, hundreds of millions of people around the world eat meat, eggs and dairy products from animals fed on soy, and traces of soy are found in countless processed foods. In the last 50 years, the area of land devoted to soy has grown tenfold, to over 1 million square kilometres – equivalent to the total combined area of France, Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands. And this expansion shows no sign of stopping: the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) suggests soy production will almost double by 2050 (Bruinsma, 2009).

Soy is fast growing and highly nutritious, producing more protein per hectare than any other major crop. Capable of being grown in many environmental conditions, it has the potential to play a key role in addressing the challenge of global food security. As the largest source of animal feed in the world, soy is a valuable commodity, which has forged powerful trade links across continents while making major contributions to the economies of the countries that grow, export and trade it.

But soy’s growth has come at a cost. Huge areas of forest, grassland and savannah in South America, as well as large swathes of North American prairie, have been converted to agriculture, either directly or indirectly, as a result of the global boom in soy production. Given high meat consumption in developed countries, rapidly rising meat consumption in growing economies and the potential for increased use of soy oil as a biofuel, natural ecosystems will come under increasing pressure.

Several forests of global importance for conservation are affected by soy production, including the Amazon and the Atlantic Forest. Important savannahs and mixed landscapes, such as the Cerrado and the Gran Chaco, and natural and semi-natural grasslands are also being lost, and there’s a danger that efforts aimed at forest conservation will push even more production into these under-valued, under-protected non-forest habitats.

We urgently need to find ways to produce soy more responsibly, or these natural ecosystems could be lost forever, along with the priceless biodiversity they support and the vital services they provide. WWF believes that it is possible to produce soy without destroying forests and other important ecosystems. But this will require a concerted effort from many quarters: all along the soy value chain from producers to feed companies to manufacturers to retailers; from policymakers to financers to consumers.

This report presents an overview of the soy industry and the issues around it. We outline the uses of soy, chart its extraordinary rate of growth, and present the data on where soy is produced and consumed. We explore those regions most at risk from the expansion of soy production, as well as discuss its other environmental and social impacts. Finally, and most crucially, we look at some possible solutions for reducing soy’s footprint – and what you can do to help.
IN THE LAST 50 YEARS, THE AREA OF LAND DEVOTED TO SOY HAS GROWN TENFOLD, TO COVER AROUND 1 MILLION km²

Natural ecosystems affected by soy

**Forests:** are areas spanning more than 0.5ha, with trees at least 5m high and a canopy cover of at least 10 per cent (FAO definition). Forests covered in this report include the Amazon, the Atlantic Forest and the Chiquitano Dry Forest.

**Savannahs:** are grassland areas that include a significant number of trees and woody plants, but not so densely spaced as to form a canopy. Much of the Cerrado and the Gran Chaco fall under this category, though both also contain forest areas.

**Grasslands:** are dominated by grasses and other herbaceous plants. Examples include the North American prairies, the Argentinian Pampas and the Campos in Uruguay. This report distinguishes between natural grasslands and cultivated pastures, which have been sown with a small number of often non-native grass species.

Landscapes at risk from soy expansion

**Brazil**
Greatest threat today is to the Cerrado; residual and indirect impacts (and potentially future threats) to the Amazon and Atlantic Forest

**Bolivia**
Highest levels of conversion in the Chiquitano dry forests; also in the Gran Chaco, Cerrado and downstream pollution impacts in the Pantanal

**Paraguay**
A temporary land conversion moratorium has dramatically slowed clearance in the Atlantic Forest although remnants remain at threat; however, soy expansion on agricultural land in the Atlantic Forest region is displacing cattle production into the Gran Chaco and the Pantanal

**Uruguay**
Primary impact on the campos grassland, particularly around the River Uruguay, with pollution impacts onto wetland areas and to wildlife throughout

**Argentina**
Primary impacts are on the Gran Chaco and various parts of the Pampas grassland; also impacts on the Yungas forests

*Figure 1*
Ecoregions impacted by soy in South America
As production continues to expand across South America, soy poses a threat to some of the most remarkable and biodiverse places on the planet. We look at the key ecoregions at risk in more detail later in this report.
A small bean, a huge reach...

Soybeans have been grown for thousands of years in Asia, where they are eaten whole and used in ingredients like tofu and soy sauce. But most soy is consumed more indirectly. The vast majority of soy today is milled into high-protein soy meal, which has become the world’s number-one animal feed. Soy oil is used for cooking, in margarines and in other consumer goods, such as cosmetics and soaps. Soy oil is also increasingly used as a biofuel. And soy derivatives, like the emulsifier lecithin, are used in a wide range of processed foods, including chocolate, ice cream and baked goods.
Soy and its uses

From animal feed to fuel, the soybean has become an integral part of everyday life

Soybeans have been grown for thousands of years in Asia, where they are eaten whole and used in ingredients such as tofu and soy sauce. But most soy is consumed more indirectly. The vast majority of soy today is milled into high-protein soy meal, which has become the world’s number-one animal feed. Soy oil is used for cooking, in margarines and in other consumer goods, such as cosmetics and soaps. Soy oil is also increasingly used as a biofuel. And soy derivatives, such as the emulsifier lecithin, are used in a wide range of processed foods, including chocolate, ice cream and baked goods.

Soy or soya (Glycine max) is an annual legume grown for its edible bean. It has been cultivated for thousands of years in its native Asia, but over the last century cultivation has expanded dramatically. Soy is a source of both protein and energy: it has about 40 per cent protein and 20 per cent vegetable oil by weight in its seeds (Boucher et al., 2011). It produces more protein per hectare than any other major crop, and has a higher percentage of protein than many animal products: dried soybean contains 35.9g protein per 100g, compared to 34.2g for cheese and 21.1g for pork (RIVM, 2011).

Crop breeding has made the soybean adaptable to a wide variety of climatic conditions, which means that it can be grown in both temperate and tropical countries. Today it is one of the world’s major agricultural commodities, and one of the most profitable for producers and traders. Around 270 million tonnes were produced in 2012, of which 93 per cent came from just six countries: Brazil, United States, Argentina, China, India and Paraguay (USDA statistics, 2013). Soy production is also expanding rapidly in Bolivia and Uruguay.

While soybeans can be eaten directly by humans, most are crushed to produce protein-rich soy meal, vegetable oil and by-products such as lecithin, a natural emulsifier. The meal, which is the end-product of three-quarters of the world’s soy, is used primarily as a protein feed for livestock. Soy oil is used both in food and, more recently, as a biofuel.

Soy for feed

Around three-quarters of soy worldwide is used for animal feed. As global demand for cheap meat and dairy products has grown, so has the demand for soy meal as a high-protein livestock feed. And that demand will be likely to continue to rise.

Between 1967 and 2007 pork production rose by 294 per cent, egg production by 353 per cent and poultry meat by 711 per cent (FAO, 2011); over the same period, the relative costs of these products declined. Soy meal has been an essential component in this. The combination of rapidly rising production and falling costs has only been possible through the use of industrial farming: most pigs and poultry are kept indoors and rely on protein-rich feed to speed growth rate. Increased production of livestock is particularly noticeable in countries with a high demand for soy, with China producing over 50 million tonnes of pork in 2010, almost half the global total (Schneider, 2011).
Soy and its uses

Soy for food

Few of us are aware of quite how much soy we eat. A typical beefburger, for example, can contain meat raised on soy meal, margarine containing soy, mayonnaise with soy lecithin and soy additives in the bread bun.

Some 6 per cent of soybeans are used directly as food (Dutch Soy Coalition, 2012), mainly in Asian countries such as China, Japan and Indonesia. Whole beans may be eaten as a vegetable, or crushed and incorporated into tofu, tempeh, soy milk or soy sauce. Two per cent of the meal is further processed into soy flours and protein additives. Soy is used as an ingredient in many baked and fried products, as margarine, in frying fats, or bottled as cooking oil. Lecithin derived from soy is one of the most common additives in processed foods, found in anything from chocolate bars to smoothies.

While the majority of soy production is destined for animal feed, the proportionate economic value of soy oil is significantly larger. So while feed constitutes 79 per cent and oil 19 per cent of the volume of crushed soy, the economic value of feed is 57 per cent and soy oil is 36 per cent (van Gelder and Kuepper, 2012).

Soy for fuel

More recently, soybean oil has also been used to produce biodiesel, although this remains a small proportion – just 2 per cent – of total soy production. Proponents argue that as the majority of the soy crop is used for livestock feed or directly in human food, using the remaining soybean oil for energy represents less of a trade-off between food and fuel than for other biofuels (United Soybean Board, 2008).

Nonetheless, interest in soy as a source of fuel is helping to drive expansion in countries such as Argentina, which overtook Brazil as a producer of soy biodiesel in 2011 (Biofuels Digest, 2011). Argentina’s biodiesel production for 2013 was projected to reach 2.8 billion litres – around 40 per cent of its total soy oil production (Joseph, 2012) – with most of this exported to Europe. Soy is predicted to supply about 10 per cent of EU biofuel production by 2020 (Laborde, 2011). Biofuels will continue to drive demand for soy; analysts predict that a sharp rise in production will be needed by 2025 (Hart Energy, 2013).

In the United States, about 3 billion litres of biodiesel annually comes from soybeans, compared with 34 billion litres of corn ethanol (Martin, 2010). In 2012 biodiesel used 5.7 per cent of the US soy crop (United Soybean Board Market View Database, 2012).
Products derived from soy
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Growing global demand for meat has led to growing demand for soy as livestock feed – and that demand continues to rise.
Millions of hectares of land are given over to soy for chicken feed, allowing the world to consume more than four times more eggs and eight times more poultry meat than half a century ago.

With the rise of industrial-scale livestock farming, soy has undergone the largest expansion of any crop. Since 1970, the area of land devoted to cultivating soy has more than tripled. And demand continues to increase, particularly in China: projections suggest that global soy production could almost double by 2050. The challenge is clear: we are going to be growing more soy, and will need more land to grow it on.
The continuing rise of soy

3. THE CONTINUING RISE OF SOY

Soy production has more than doubled over the last two decades, and is continuing to increase at a rapid rate.

Over recent decades, soy has been undergoing the greatest expansion of any global crop (Agralytica, 2012). The area of land devoted to cultivating soy has grown from less than 30 million ha in 1970 to over 100 million ha today (Agralytica, 2012). Global output grew by 58 per cent between 1996 and 2004, from 130 million to 206 million tonnes (FAO, 2007) and reached almost 270 million tonnes by 2012 (USDA, 2013). The fastest growth in recent years has been in South America, where production grew by 123 per cent between 1996 and 2004. Growing demand from the EU and, more recently, from China, is the main driver behind this expansion, though domestic markets are also significant. Soy consumption in Brazil and Argentina is growing, for meat production for domestic consumption and export, while the United States has the highest meat consumption per capita.

Soy production continues to increase rapidly. Recent projections from FAO suggest an increase to 515 million tonnes by 2050 (Bruinsma, 2009), while other projections suggest a 2.2 per cent increase per year until 2030 (Masuda and Goldsmith, 2009). While the scale of some of these projections has been questioned (e.g., Grethe et al., 2011), there is no doubt that soy demand is continuing to increase. Along with ever-increasing demand from China, the markets in Africa and the Middle East are projected to expand rapidly in the next decade (USDA, 2012). World population growth and dietary trends will have a major influence on future demand for soy. Other factors include issues relating to demand and source of fuel, and the policies, agreements, market tools, corporate commitments, regulations and directives related to soy’s many uses. But the key challenge is clear: we are going to be growing more soy, and will need more land to grow it on.
The continuing rise of soy

Table 1
Area and yields of soybean – projections to 2050
Source: Bruinsma, 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1961-63</th>
<th>2005-07</th>
<th>2050</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soybean production (million tonnes)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvested area (million ha)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield (tonnes/ha)</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Soybean production 2008-13 in thousand tonnes
Source: United States Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Service. Data as of January 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2008-09</th>
<th>2009-10</th>
<th>2010-11</th>
<th>2011-12</th>
<th>2012-13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>57,800</td>
<td>69,000</td>
<td>75,300</td>
<td>66,500</td>
<td>82,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>80,749</td>
<td>91,417</td>
<td>90,605</td>
<td>84,192</td>
<td>82,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>32,000</td>
<td>54,500</td>
<td>49,000</td>
<td>40,100</td>
<td>54,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>15,540</td>
<td>14,988</td>
<td>15,100</td>
<td>14,480</td>
<td>12,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>9,100</td>
<td>9,700</td>
<td>9,800</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>11,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>3,647</td>
<td>6,462</td>
<td>7,128</td>
<td>4,357</td>
<td>7,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>3,336</td>
<td>3,581</td>
<td>4,445</td>
<td>4,298</td>
<td>4,930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>9,464</td>
<td>10,605</td>
<td>12,211</td>
<td>13,798</td>
<td>14,079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>211,636</td>
<td>260,245</td>
<td>263,589</td>
<td>238,725</td>
<td>269,414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Domestic use of soy by country (in millions of tonnes)
Source: ISTA Mielke, Germany, oilworld.de. Domestic use includes both domestic consumption and animal production for export

Soy cultivation: the search for land
Soy has been cultivated for thousands of years in East Asia, and was considered sacred in ancient Chinese mythology. Though it was introduced to Europe and North America in the 18th century, mainly as a forage crop, soy wasn’t grown on a significant scale outside Asia until relatively recently. Large-scale soybean production took off in the United States after World War II and by 1970 it was producing three-quarters of the global crop. But after years of expansion, the United States had few options for bringing new land into production, and soy began its march into South America. Initial expansion in the 1970s was in the Atlantic Forest and the cooler, temperate regions of southern Brazil and Argentina, where expansion occurred at the expense of natural grasslands or cultivated pasture.

By 1975 Brazil had overtaken China to become the world’s second largest producer, with soybean production concentrated in the states of Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina, Paraná and São Paulo where natural soil fertility was relatively high. Here soy could grow without heavy application of chemical fertilizers, an uncommon technology in Brazil at that time. Production pushed northwards into the Cerrado.
savannah when the use of agricultural lime and chemical fertilizer became available to producers, allowing sustained cropping on soils previously thought too poor for intensive agriculture. In the late 1990s, development of new soy varieties suited to lower latitudes allowed for further cultivation in the Cerrado and Amazon. By 2005, Brazil had become the largest soybean exporter in the world (Boucher et al., 2011).

The geographical reach of soy continued to grow, moving north in Argentina into the Chaco, to Mato Grosso and other central, north and northeastern states in Brazil, into the Bolivian lowlands in eastern Santa Cruz and to the Chaco region in northern Paraguay (Pacheco, 2012). The area harvested for soy in Argentina increased dramatically, with production rising from 8.5 million ha in 1999-2000 to 19.5 million ha in 2012-13 (USDA, 2013). Soybean production in Bolivia, although small compared with the major producers, is projected to reach 1.3 million ha by 2014. However, Bolivia is already the sixth largest soy producer in the Americas and the 8th largest globally, with rapid increase in production (ANAPO 2012; FAO, 2007).

More recently, soy has also been expanding in Uruguay, with almost 1 million ha already in production (MercoPress, 2012).

In total, the area of land in South America devoted to soy grew from 17 million ha in 1990 to 46 million ha in 2010, mainly on land converted from natural ecosystems. Conversion has not always been direct: often land would be cleared for cattle pasture initially, then planted with soy later. In total, some 24 million ha were brought into cultivation in South America between 2000 and 2010, while soybean production expanded by 20 million ha in the same period (Pacheco, 2012).
Burning is used to clear land for soy cultivation in the Argentine Chaco: the harvested area devoted to soy has increased fourfold in Argentina in the last 25 years.
Growth in global soy area (in millions of hectares)

Source: Agralytica, 2012; FAOSTAT, 2013; Bruinsma, 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1970</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2050</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area harvested (thousand ha)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>4,962</td>
<td>8,638</td>
<td>18,131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>1,086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>11,487</td>
<td>13,640</td>
<td>23,293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1,176</td>
<td>2,671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>7,564</td>
<td>9,307</td>
<td>8,516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>22,869</td>
<td>29,303</td>
<td>31,003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>9,235</td>
<td>11,673</td>
<td>17,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World total</td>
<td>57,209</td>
<td>74,363</td>
<td>102,613</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where next?

Part of the future demand for soy can be met by increasing productivity. Since the 1960s soybean yields have doubled (Masuda and Goldsmith, 2009). Projections have suggested they could rise by a further 50 per cent globally by 2050 (Bruinsma, 2009), but this will be hugely challenging. Brazil and Argentina have invested heavily in research and crop breeding to increase yields, but the large productivity gains they have experienced are expected to tail off sharply. In other developing producer countries yields remain relatively low; in Bolivia, for example, poor road infrastructure combined with heavy rains during the summer growing seasons lead to significant loss of beans in the field, while seasonal drought in the winter growing season constrains yield. Irrigation, fertilizer management and extension support for smallholders would all boost yields. In China and India, most soy is grown by smallholders, and there is potential to increase productivity considerably – particularly in India (see box). However, there is a risk that improved productivity in soy production will in fact accelerate expansion of soy by making it even more profitable and more competitive with other land uses, especially those that involve conserving natural areas.
Even with higher yields per hectare, however, FAO calculates that by 2050 the soy-growing area will need to increase by almost half as much again (up to 141 million ha from 95 million ha in 2005-07). And this doesn’t include the potential rise in soy for biofuel, which could further add to demand (Bruinsma, 2009). While Brazil, Argentina, China and India, along with the United States, will continue to dominate the market, other countries are starting to develop soy production, including Nigeria, Mozambique and Ukraine. Large-scale expansion in these countries poses its own problems, of course. In Mozambique, for example, the ProSavanna project supported by Japan and Brazil aims to use the experience of developing the Cerrado to facilitate agricultural expansion in a vast area of savannah. Farmers’ groups and NGOs have accused the project of encouraging land grabs (GRAIN, 2012, 2013).

National projections tell a similar story. In Brazil, for example, the Ministry of Agriculture projects an expansion of soy plantations from about 23 million ha today to 26.5 million ha by 2018-19. It projects that this will be met by an annual increase in productivity of 2.43 per cent and an annual increase in production area of 1.95 per cent, primarily in the Cerrado and Amazon regions. This will mean both replacing livestock or other crops with soybeans, and converting native vegetation (Brown-Lima et al., undated). Argentina plans to increase the area of soy by 3.7 million ha this decade, from 18.3 million ha in 2010 to 22 million ha in 2020 (Argentine Ministry of Agriculture, 2011).

Local producers for the global market
Soy is produced for the international market by growers varying from smallholders to some of the world’s largest agribusinesses. The rapid growth of the soy business has brought a shift toward progressively larger farming units which are more competitive in the commodities markets. Soy has developed into a commodity traded at almost unique levels. Five of the seven largest bilateral trade flows in agriculture and food products include soy: 1. United States to China; 2. Brazil to China; 3. Brazil to EU; 6. Argentina to China; 7. Argentina to EU (Lee et al., 2012). Most soy is bought from producers, then exported by a handful of international traders, though some producers are starting to organize themselves into groups and exporting directly. The trade remains changeable: a wet summer in Canada and a drought in Brazil and Argentina in 2010 increased the price of soy by 50 per cent (McLaughlin, 2012). Soybean derivatives (oil and meal) are also traded on futures markets. Soybean growers often make forward-sales (at planting time) to companies in return for seed, fertilizer and chemicals. This model gives the companies indirect control over large amounts of land and production without having to internalize long-term environmental costs (Pacheco, 2012), but it also reduces risk for small growers, allowing them to participate in global supply chains.

The market for soy in Europe
Europe relies on soy, most of it imported from South America, to meet demand for meat and dairy products. The EU produces less than 1 million tonnes of soy a year, but imports around 35 million tonnes (extrapolated from EU, 2012). Demand for soy within the EU uses an area of almost 15 million ha, 13 million in South America. To give some idea of the scale of Europe’s dependence on imported soy, this is equivalent to 90 per cent of Germany’s entire agricultural area (von Witzke et al., 2011). The main European importers of soy are countries with large industrial-scale pig and chicken production.

Under European agricultural policy, tariffs on animal feed are lower than for many other agricultural products, so soy meal is a relatively cheap import (EC, 2011). Demand
Soy global trade flows

Figure 4
Soy global trade flows for key regions
(Source: Soy trade: ISTA Mielke, Germany (oilworld.de). 2011-12)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Import mMT</th>
<th>Export mMT</th>
<th>Production mMT</th>
<th>Consumption mMT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0.8 mMT</td>
<td>47.9 mMT</td>
<td>84.2 mMT</td>
<td>37 mMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU27</td>
<td>35.1 mMT</td>
<td>34.7 mMT</td>
<td>1.3 mMT</td>
<td>1.7 mMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>60.8 mMT</td>
<td>2.7 mMT</td>
<td>13.8 mMT</td>
<td>72.1 mMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>0.0 mMT</td>
<td>37.8 mMT</td>
<td>40.1 mMT</td>
<td>6.5 mMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>0.2 mMT</td>
<td>18.6 mMT</td>
<td>66.8 mMT</td>
<td>1.3 mMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1.3 mMT</td>
<td>4.1 mMT</td>
<td>10.6 mMT</td>
<td>7.7 mMT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*millions of Metric Tonnes
CURRENTLY THE UNITED STATES, BRAZIL AND ARGENTINA PRODUCE AROUND FOUR-FIFTHS OF THE WORLD’S SOYBEAN CROP AND ACCOUNT FOR NINE-TENTHS OF GLOBAL SOYBEAN EXPORTS

From smallholders to agribusiness: the relative size of soy farms in different countries

**Argentina:** Almost all soy is grown by large- and medium-sized producers with at least 150 ha.

**Bolivia:** Farm sizes vary, from large corporate farms of 500-5,000 ha to smallholdings of around 40-100 ha.

**Brazil:** In the Cerrado, most soy farms are medium (300-2,000 ha) or large (2,000-30,000 ha). Soy farms in the Amazon are predominantly large (more than 3,000 ha). Only in the Atlantic Forest region is soy grown by smaller farmers (5-300 ha).

**Paraguay:** 44 per cent of farms are more than 1,000 ha, 43 per cent are between 100 and 1,000 ha, and 13 per cent are less than 100 ha.

**China:** Around 40 million smallholders grow soy, usually on less than half a hectare, but organized into collectives.

**India:** Some 5 million smallholders grow soy on 1 or 2 ha each.

for soy grew following the ban on processed animal proteins in animal feed, such as meat and bone meal, as a result of the bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE or “mad cow disease”) outbreak in the 1990s. It has risen further because fishmeal, another potential animal feed, is increasingly used in fish farming. European soybean imports also surged after the World Trade Organization was formed in 1995, removing many restrictions on international trade. The increase in support for the production of biofuels is also a factor in the soy imports into Europe.

**Big players in the soy market**

A relatively small number of big companies control large volumes of the soy value chain. These include crushers and traders, meat and dairy companies, and retail and catering businesses. They have a considerable influence on soy producers, and have the potential to play a prominent role in ensuring soy expansion doesn’t come at the expense of natural ecosystems (all information from WWF internal report, based on various sources).

**Crushers/traders:** A small group of multinationals controls much of the crushing and trading of soy. US companies Archer Daniels Midland (ADM), Bunge and Cargill, and Louis Dreyfus Commodities from Switzerland (CH) are among the major players in all regions, including China. A growing role can be seen for Asian companies involved in trade and/or crushing in China, such as Wilmar (Singapore), Marubeni (Japan) and China Agri/COFCO (China). These companies can be crucial players in transforming soy markets.

**Pork, poultry and dairy:** Most soy meal is used as feed for chickens and pigs, so ends up in pork and poultry products. In the northern hemisphere meat processing is concentrated in large-scale companies. In Europe most are national, with a tendency to grow toward multinational companies. These include, for pork, Danish Crown (Denmark), VION (Netherlands) and Tönnies (Germany); for poultry, LDC and Groupe Doux (France) and Plukon Food Group (Netherlands). In Brazil, pork and poultry processing is concentrated: JBS, Brasil Foods and Marfrig have a joint
market share of around 30 per cent for poultry. Similarly, the top three poultry processors in the United States – Tyson Foods, Pilgrim’s (a subsidiary of JBS) and Perdue – have a 45 per cent market share. For pork, Smithfield is by far the largest player, followed by Tyson Foods and JBS; together, they control more than half the US market. Smithfield has recently been acquired by the Chinese Shuanghui (Shineway) Group (though at the time of writing the deal had yet to be approved by regulators), in the largest ever takeover of a US company by a Chinese company. Shineway is the largest player in the China pork industry, though its market share is only 4 per cent. The trend, however, seems to be toward increasing concentration. Soy is also used as feed for dairy cows. Leading dairy companies are Fonterra (NZ), Kraft Foods (USA), Dean Foods (USA), Unilever (UK and NL), Nestle (CH), FrieslandCampina (NL) and Arla (Denmark); Yili and Mengniu are key companies in China.

Retail, fast food and food service: Being closest to the end consumer, retailers are sensitive to public opinion, and can have a major influence throughout their supply chains. In terms of revenue, the biggest retailers in the world are Walmart (US), Carrefour (France) and Tesco (UK). Fast-food chains and food service companies, including those supplying institutions such as schools and hospitals, play a similarly important role. Measured by number of outlets, the world’s biggest fast food companies are McDonald’s, Subway and Yum Brands (KFC, Taco Bell and Pizza Hut) (all US-based companies), while some of the biggest food service companies are Compass (UK), Aramark (USA) and Sodexo (France). While meat consumption is growing fast in China, most meat is still sold via independent outlets rather than large brands.

Smallholder soy production in India and China

India cultivates about 10 million ha of soy. Almost all of this is grown by some 5 million small farmers, each with just 1 or 2 ha. Soy is a profitable crop, and provides them with around two-thirds of their income. But with unpredictable rainfall, old varieties and low investment, yields are low (Mondal, 2011): the average yield is around 1 tonne per hectare, compared to over 2.9 tonnes per hectare in Brazil, Argentina and the United States. Some producers who have received technical assistance have already increased yields by 50 per cent.

China also has a large domestic soy production, concentrated in the northeast. Around 40 million farmers grow soy, with the average farm size being around 0.2-0.3 ha. Average yields are below the global average, at around 1.7-1.8 tonnes per hectare, because of continuous cultivation without rotation, low-yield seed, poor nutrient and soil management, and environmental stresses. However, state farms in Heilongjiang province have much higher average yields (2.67 tonnes per hectare in 2005) (calculations by WWF-China programme).

Technical assistance to increase yields in China and, particularly, in India could in theory help to meet demand for soy while reducing pressure on land in other parts of the world. However, with millions of small farmers involved, improving production practices will be a major challenge.
Moving markets: China from exporter to importer

As with many other natural resources, the future of soy will be increasingly dominated by the demands of the Chinese market. China’s economic development is leading to higher meat consumption, which is coupled with a serious shortage of cropland. The country used to be an important exporter of soy, but has been a net importer since the 1990s: it now imports 70 per cent more than the EU. Soy consumption in China doubled in the last decade, from 26.7 million tonnes in 2000 to 55 million tonnes in 2009, of which 41 million tonnes were imported (Brown-Lima et al., undated). China’s imports are projected to increase by 59 per cent by 2021-22 (USDA, 2012).

Trade between China and Brazil is particularly significant. Between 2000 and 2010, trade between the two countries increased tenfold (Lee et al., 2012). More than half of Brazil’s soy exports go to China: Brazil’s bilateral trade with China is worth over US$20 billion, with soy representing 31 per cent of total exports. If current trends continue, by 2019-20 China’s demand could account for over 85 per cent of all soybean traded internationally. While China’s influence on global trade is indeed huge, it should be noted that this statistic on its own exaggerates China’s share of global trade, as it does not account for soy meal. Europe, for example, imports predominantly soy meal. Nevertheless, China’s increasing demand will lead to even
larger exports from Brazil and the United States, as well as from other producers such as Argentina and Paraguay (Brown-Lima et al., undated), and potentially African countries such as Mozambique.

The changing destination of trade could have political and environmental impacts as well. In recent years, pressure from European consumers and environmental organizations has helped to check the spread of soy into natural ecosystems, notably the Amazon. To date Chinese consumers have not demonstrated the same concern over deforestation that has influenced European buyers. However, because of its importance to food security, the long-term sustainability of soy and the effects of climate change on soy productivity and soy prices could be important issues for China in the future.
China’s Growth in Soybean Imports
(thousand tonnes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2008-09</th>
<th>2009-10</th>
<th>2010-11</th>
<th>2011-12</th>
<th>2012-13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>41,098</td>
<td>50,338</td>
<td>52,339</td>
<td>59,231</td>
<td>63,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU 27</td>
<td>13,213</td>
<td>12,674</td>
<td>12,474</td>
<td>11,810</td>
<td>11,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>3,327</td>
<td>3,523</td>
<td>3,498</td>
<td>3,400</td>
<td>3,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>3,396</td>
<td>3,401</td>
<td>2,917</td>
<td>2,759</td>
<td>2,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>2,216</td>
<td>2,469</td>
<td>2,454</td>
<td>2,285</td>
<td>2,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>1,393</td>
<td>1,620</td>
<td>1,898</td>
<td>1,922</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>1,510</td>
<td>1,660</td>
<td>2,139</td>
<td>1,906</td>
<td>1,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>1,575</td>
<td>1,638</td>
<td>1,644</td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>1,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>1,225</td>
<td>1,230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>1,076</td>
<td>1,648</td>
<td>1,351</td>
<td>1,057</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>8,403</td>
<td>7,636</td>
<td>7,158</td>
<td>5,882</td>
<td>5,880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>77,391</td>
<td>86,838</td>
<td>88,796</td>
<td>93,077</td>
<td>96,510</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Soybean importers 2008-13 in thousand tonnes
Source: USDA, 2012

Table 5
Largest soy-importing countries/regions
Source: ISTA Mielke, 2012
Soy and Deforestation

A truck transports soy across the Brazilian Cerrado. Around half the native savannah and forest of the Cerrado has been converted to agriculture since the late 1950s.

Vast areas of forest, savannah and grassland have been cleared across South America over the last few decades as soy production has expanded. And forests and other natural ecosystems are coming under ever greater pressure as production continues to grow. As these ecosystems are lost, so are the wildlife they support and the vital ecological services they provide, like clean water and healthy soils. Deforestation also fuels climate change and threatens the way of life of many indigenous people who rely on forests for their livelihoods.
4. SOY AND DEFORESTATION*  Millions of hectares of forest, savannah and grasslands have been lost in recent decades, threatening biodiversity, depleting ecosystem services and emitting vast amounts of carbon dioxide. Today, soy continues to put pressure on forests including the Amazon, the Atlantic Forest and the Chiquitano Dry Forest, as well as mixed landscapes, savannahs and natural grasslands such as the Cerrado, the Gran Chaco, the Pampas in Argentina, the Uruguayan Campos and the North American prairies.

Soy, deforestation and the loss of valuable ecosystems
As more and more land is given over to soy production, important natural ecosystems in South America are coming under increasing pressure.

Over the last few decades, vast areas of forest, grassland and savannah have been converted to agriculture, largely in developing countries. This has helped to feed the world’s escalating population and brought economic benefits to the countries that produce and trade it. But converting natural ecosystems carries a heavy cost. Biodiversity is in decline: according to WWF’s Living Planet Index, species

Zero Net Deforestation and Degradation and deforestation fronts
Nine out of 10 land-based species of animals and plants live in forests – the vast majority of them in the tropical forests of South America, Africa and Southeast Asia. Close to 1.6 billion people, including 60 million indigenous people, depend on forests for food, shelter, fuel and livelihoods. Forests provide vital ecosystem services, such as regulating water cycles, preventing soil erosion and helping to keep our climate stable: growing forests absorb and store carbon, but when they’re cleared, large amounts of carbon dioxide are released into the atmosphere.

Half of the world’s tropical forests have been destroyed over the last century, and natural forests are continuing to decline in many parts of the world. WWF is campaigning for Zero Net Deforestation and Forest Degradation (ZNDD) by 2020. That means no overall loss of forest area or forest quality, while allowing for some flexibility to meet local needs. Within ZNDD accounting, like must equal like – a new, heavily managed plantation doesn’t offset the loss of pristine rainforest habitat. WWF wants to see the rate of loss of natural or semi-natural forest to near zero.

WWF has identified 10 deforestation fronts – regions where large-scale deforestation or severe degradation is projected between now and 2020. These areas are generally at risk of losing more than 3 million ha in the next 10 years. Soy production has an impact on three of the fronts: the Amazon, the Cerrado and the Atlantic Forest/Gran Chaco.

*For ease of communication, WWF uses the term “deforestation” in this chapter to denote not only the conversion of forests to soy but also the conversion of other ecosystems such as savannah and grasslands to soy.
populations in tropical regions have fallen by an average of 60 per cent since 1970. Forest loss is a key factor in climate change, accounting for up to 20 per cent of global greenhouse-gas emissions (Taylor, 2011a). As ecosystems are destroyed or degraded, we lose many of the ecological services we rely on, from clean water and healthy soils to pollination and pest control.

Clearing forests and other ecosystems also has a social impact. The forests of South America are home to many indigenous communities, providing them with food, shelter, fuel, medicines and livelihoods. Soy has been implicated in the eviction and displacement of indigenous communities in Argentina (Kruglianskas, undated) and Paraguay (Hobbs, 2012).

The soy boom has been one of the main driving forces behind the loss of natural ecosystems in South America in recent years. The initial growth of soy production on the continent coincided with large areas of forest, grassland and savannah being cleared for agriculture. Domestic concern about forest loss and pressure from consumer countries has resulted in a series of temporary or permanent moves to protect remaining forests from direct conversion to soy, particularly in the Atlantic Forest in Paraguay and the Brazilian Amazon. An unfortunate side effect of these developments has been to encourage the expansion of soy into other natural ecosystems, particularly the Brazilian Cerrado and the Gran Chaco in Argentina, Paraguay and eastern Bolivia. "Amazon-free" claims on soy products have convinced retailers, particularly in Europe, that they are buying products that are environmentally benign, but this is not always true. Today, in terms of direct land-use change for soy, the largest and most destructive impacts are being felt in grasslands, savannah and dry-forest ecosystems such as the Cerrado and most of the Chaco.

Planting soy on land that has already been converted to crops or pasture can be a way of reducing the impact on natural ecosystems. Indeed, evidence shows that increasingly soy is found in areas previously degraded by cattle rather than in newly cleared forest (Soares Domingues and Bermann, 2012). The increased competition for land can push cattle ranchers to become more efficient: freeing up land by increasing productivity on under-stocked pastures is potentially a key part of the solution for sustainable soy expansion, and is discussed on page 79.

However, the danger remains that the pasture displaced by soy will be established elsewhere by conversion of other natural ecosystems. In Paraguay, for example, there is a clear correlation between soy replacing pasture land in the Atlantic Forest and conversion of the Gran Chaco to cattle ranches. Several modelling exercises in the Amazon have linked this indirect land-use change to deforestation, and calculated that displacement of pasture by crops such as soy will continue to cause forest conversion (Barona et al., 2010; Lahl, 2010; Lapola et al., 2010; Arima et al., 2011), though better land-use planning and more intensive grazing could reduce this risk. There are also suggestions that ranchers selling their land to soy farmers at high prices appear to be reinvesting in forested land (Lambin and Meyfriodt, 2011).

Industrial-scale soy production requires a large supporting infrastructure, including transport links, processing mills and workers’ facilities, which can lead to further loss of natural ecosystems. Building roads is both a response to and in some cases a stimulus for soy production; for example the network of roads built into the Cerrado was the stimulus to deforest much of the area.
Brazil has introduced a series of infrastructure development projects to make its soy exports more competitive. New highways have been built connecting soybean farms to domestic markets in southern Brazil, to new deep-water ports at Itacoatiara and on the Amazon River at Santarém in Pará, and to the country’s largest cargo port, Itaqui in Maranhão state. Improved infrastructure will help Brazil to transport commodities such as soy more efficiently, helping to reduce cost and greenhouse-gas emissions. But with weak governance in frontier regions it is likely to exacerbate deforestation, especially along newly paved highways seeking to integrate the Amazon with the rest of the continent (Killeen, 2007).

Over the following pages, we consider the areas most at risk from soy expansion: the Amazon, Cerrado, Atlantic Forest, Gran Chaco and Chiquitano Dry Forest, as well as the grasslands of the Pampas, Campos and North American Great Plains.
Soy and deforestation

Argentina has lost forests at an alarming rate over the last few years, as measured by government figures (Dirección de Bosques, 2008).

### Table 6
**Forest lost in Argentina, 1998-2008**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Area deforested (ha)</th>
<th>Annual rate of deforestation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1998-2002</td>
<td>432,827</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-06</td>
<td>806,027</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-07</td>
<td>316,943</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>136,081</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total: 1998-2008</td>
<td>1,691,878</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Included within these general statistics are considerable forest losses associated with soy, particularly in the Gran Chaco and Atlantic Forests as described, and also in the lower Yungas forests (Gaspari et al., 2008). Soy is the main driver of an enormous expansion of the agricultural frontier, by 5.5 million ha from 1988 to 2002, with growth continuing since (Banco Mundial, 2006).

Grassland has also been affected to a major extent: large areas of the flat inland and the rolling Pampas, in particular, have been converted to arable land (Baldi and Paruelo, 2008), with soy the dominant crop.
The Amazon contains one third of the world’s tropical forest
One-third of the world’s tropical forest is found in the Amazon, which stretches across parts of Brazil, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, Venezuela, Guyana, Suriname and French Guiana. Its intricate web of life is home to one in every 10 species on Earth, from more than 100,000 types of insects and nearly 40,000 plant species to endangered mammals such as jaguars and the pink river dolphin. Over the last decade, scientists discovered new species of plants and animals at a rate of one every 3 days. More than 30 million people live in the region, and many depend on the forest and its rivers for their livelihoods.

As Earth’s largest river basin, the Amazon is the source of around one-sixth of all the water that flows into the sea from the world’s rivers. The Amazon also plays a huge role in the Earth’s climate – not just as a massive store of carbon, but in the way it affects rainfall patterns. Climate models suggest Amazon deforestation could lead to droughts and crop failures across the Americas, and possibly in other agricultural regions as far away as Europe.

Around four-fifths of the Amazon remains intact today. During 2000-10, around 3.6 million ha of forest were lost per year (FAO, 2011). Degradation is also a major problem (Foley et al., 2007). Soy production is one of a number of drivers of deforestation in the Amazon, along with pasture expansion for cattle rearing (Wassenar et al., 2007); fires (Nepstad et al., 1999); legal and illegal logging (Asner et al., 2005); opening up paved roads (Kirby et al., 2006; Southworth et al., 2011); and degradation due to climate change (Phillips et al., 2009). The complex underlying causes of forest loss include land tenure issues, crime (direct and through money laundering), poverty and population growth (Fearnside, 2008).

The soy factor

Until recently, the Amazon was considered unsuitable for soy production, but crop breeding and other advances have increased production potential. Rapidly growing soy production has been identified as a driver of forest conversion (Kaimowitz and Smith, 2001; Bickel and Dros, 2003; Brown et al., 2005), mainly in Brazil and Bolivia.

As well as direct conversion of Amazon rainforest to soy, much soy expansion in Brazil now occurs on land previously used for cattle grazing. While this has the potential to be part of the solution (see page 79), there is the danger that it can contribute indirectly to deforestation by pushing cattle production – the leading cause of deforestation in the Amazon – into the forest.

Soy production was also partly responsible for an extremely rapid rate of deforestation in parts of the Bolivian Amazon in the 1990s and through into the 21st century (Hecht, 2005). In eastern Bolivia, soy was second only to cattle ranching as a cause of deforestation (Killeen et al., 2008). Off-site impacts of soy, such as pollution of watercourses from agrochemicals and soil erosion, have also had an impact on natural ecosystems (Arvor et al., 2010).

If deforestation rates seen over the last few decades continue, nearly one-quarter of the remaining Amazon forest could be lost within the next 30 years, and 37 per
cent within 50 years (Soares-Filho et al., 2006). More pessimistic estimates suggest that more than one-half (55 per cent) could be lost in the next 20 years as increased demand for agricultural commodities exacerbates a vicious circle of climate feedbacks, such as increased drought and forest fires (Malhi et al., 2007).

There are some positive signs that catastrophic forest loss may yet be avoided. In Brazil, a moratorium on soy grown on land cleared from Amazon forest has resulted in a sharp downturn in direct impacts (see page 73). New legal controls have also contributed to the deforestation rate declining by 70 per cent (Hecht, 2012), to 0.7 million ha/year in 2009 (Assuncao et al., 2012). In 2012, overall forest clearing reached its lowest level since annual record-keeping began in the late 1980s.

But the reduction in forest loss remains fragile, and there are fears that changes to Brazil’s Forest Code (Tollefson, 2011), which came into force in mid-2012, could see deforestation rates rise again. According to Brazil’s National Institute for Space Research’s near-real-time tracking system, at least 61,500 ha of rainforest were cleared in the Brazilian Amazon between November 2012 and February 2013. This deforestation rate continues to accelerate: between August 2012 and July 2013 more than 200,000 ha of forest were cleared, 92 per cent more than the previous year (Martins et al., 2013).
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The Cerrado savannah, which lies mostly in Brazil, has never received the same attention as its more glamorous neighbour the Amazon – and its unique biodiversity and vital ecosystem services are suffering under the continued march of soy.

A vast, diverse mosaic of dry grassland, woodland, forests and wetlands, the Cerrado once covered nearly one-quarter of Brazil. It holds around 5 per cent of the world’s biodiversity, including over 800 bird species; giant anteaters (Myrmecophaga tridactyla) and armadillos are among its 60 vulnerable animal species, 12 of which are critically endangered. Of its more than 11,000 plant species, nearly one-half are found nowhere else on Earth, and many are used for food, medicine and handicrafts; among the most spectacular are a number of types of Tabebuia tree, with their brilliant flowers of pink, yellow, white and purple.

The Cerrado is also extremely important as a source of water. Of 12 major hydrological regions in Brazil, six have sources in the Cerrado, including the Pantanal, the world’s largest wetland. Nine out of 10 Brazilians use electricity generated by water from the Cerrado. The region also locks up a deceptively large store of carbon, as its small trees have deep root systems: around 70 per cent of the biomass of this “upside-down forest” is underground, and recent studies suggest it may hold some 265 tonnes of carbon per hectare (Castro and Kauffman, 1998). Annual CO₂ emissions from converting the Cerrado are around 250 million tonnes – equivalent to one-half the emissions of the UK.
The Cerrado once covered over 200 million ha, but around half the natural vegetation has been lost since the late 1950s (Sawyer, 2008; Jepson, 2005; Jepson et al., 2010), when the ultra-modernist capital Brasilia was conjured out of the heart of the region. According to the Brazilian government, 53 per cent remains relatively intact (MMA, 2010), though other estimates are as low as 35 per cent (Klink and Machado, 2005; Durigan et al., 2007) and 21.3 per cent (Conservation International, 2012). Remaining areas are severely fragmented (Ribeiro et al., 2011), and there are few contiguous areas over 1,000 ha (Durigan and Ratter, 2006). Just over 11 million ha are under protection, though less than 3 million ha – 1.4 per cent of the total area – is classified under the strictest levels of protection, IUCN categories I-IV (Conservation International, 2012; Klink and Machado, 2005).

The soy factor

With high acidity and toxic aluminium levels in the soil, the Cerrado was once thought to be unsuitable for agriculture. But new technologies and techniques have allowed farming to spread rapidly over the last 40 years. Initially this was largely driven by cattle ranching, with over 50 million ha being converted (Klink and Machado, 2005). But since 2000 soy, along with other crops such as maize, cotton and sugarcane, has expanded into extensive areas. The pace of this change can be seen in a detailed study that suggests 12 per cent of the Cerrado had been cleared by 1980, 44 per cent by 2000 and 55 per cent by 2005 (Brannstrom, 2009). WWF-Brazil estimates that soy cultivation now takes up around 13-15 million ha (WWF-Brazil, 2012) – around 7 per cent of the Cerrado biome, or an area the size of England.
The conversion of the Cerrado continues at a rapid rate as Brazil’s soy production expands. If vegetation change were to continue at 2004 rates – some 2-3 million ha per year (Klink and Machado, 2005) – the natural ecosystem of the Cerrado could virtually disappear within the next three decades. Assessment by WWF (WWF-UK, 2011) found that municipalities with the highest rates of vegetation change, concentrated in the northern region, also had large numbers of new soy plantations. The western part of Bahia state, for instance, expanded its area of soy from 380,000 ha to over 1 million ha between 1993 and 2002.

The Soybean and Corn Advisor, a consultancy firm, gives an indication of the low value the industry has tended to place on the native Cerrado: *“In Brazil, the potential for soybean expansion is nearly unlimited ... Cerrado vegetation consists of low twisted trees interspersed with native grasses, sort of a scrubland or savanna. This vegetation is easily cleared and converted to row crop production. There are an estimated 200 million acres of cerrado [80 million ha] that could still be cleared in Brazil”* (soybeansandcorn.com/Frequently-Asked-Questions).

Encouragingly, though, efforts to integrate conservation policies into agricultural development are gathering pace. The Brazilian environment ministry, together with WWF and others, has recently updated its map of priority areas for conservation in the Cerrado; organizations such as the International Finance Corporation (IFC) have incorporated this map into their policies.
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Landscape at risk
THE ATLANTIC FOREST

Red brocket in Carlos Botelho State Park, São Paulo, Brazil: the remaining Atlantic Forest in Brazil is protected by law.
Despite strengthened protection in Brazil and Paraguay, soy production remains a threat to the remaining Atlantic Forest, one of the most vulnerable and diverse forests on Earth. The Atlantic Forest was once one of the world’s great forests, covering over 100 million ha along the coast of Brazil and into eastern Paraguay and northeast Argentina. Centuries of forest clearance have reduced it to a fraction of its original area. Nonetheless, it remains immensely rich in both biodiversity, with over 8,000 endemic species (Tabarelli et al., 2004), and diverse human cultures. Two of the world’s great cities, São Paolo and Rio de Janeiro, lie within the region, and the remaining forest helps to protect watersheds and provide other important environmental services.

The Atlantic Forest’s spectacular wildlife includes jaguars (*Panthera onca*), tree anteaters, tapirs (*Tapirus terrestris*) and 22 endemic species of primates such as the golden lion tamarin (*Leontopithecus rosalia*), as well as more bird species than are found in the whole of Europe. It’s also home to 263 species of amphibians found nowhere else on Earth. Over one-half the forest’s tree species are unique to the region, and as many as 450 types have been found in a single hectare.

But this incredible biodiversity is fragile. The eight Brazilian species considered to have become extinct in modern times were all endemic to the Atlantic Forest (Mittermeier et al., 1999). Over 530 species occurring in the forest are under threat at biome, national or global level. Many have never been recorded inside protected areas, leaving them particularly vulnerable (Tabarelli et al., 2004).

The Atlantic Forest in Brazil is originally thought to have covered around 130 million ha (Moratello and Haddad, 2000). The original area has been greatly reduced, with estimates for remaining forest ranging from 11.4 to 16 per cent (Ribiero et al., 2009) to 7-8 per cent (Galinha-Leal and de Gusmão Câmara, 2003). Today, most of this is in isolated fragments of fewer than 50 ha (Ribiero et al., 2009), although there has been some regrowth of young secondary forest (Teixeira et al., 2008) and efforts at restoration (Rodrigues et al., 2009). In 1993, the Atlantic Forest in Brazil was granted legal protection, and further clearing was banned 10 years later.

Paraguay’s Atlantic Forest had, by 2000, shrunk to less than one-quarter of its original 8.7 million ha (Huang et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2009) and losses continued: WWF’s more recent estimates suggest that just 13 per cent of the original forest remains (Di Bitetti et al., 2003; Hutchison and Aquino, 2011).

Argentina contains the largest remaining intact areas of Atlantic Forest, with more than 1 million ha in both public and private lands (Izquierdo et al., 2011); nonetheless, almost half a million ha were lost between 1973 and 2006 (Izquierdo et al., 2008).

**The soy factor**

There have been multiple drivers of forest loss in the Atlantic Forest, including agriculture, ranching, forestry, conversion to tree plantations (Zurita et al., 2006) and road building (Freitas et al., 2010), with soy becoming increasingly significant as earlier crops diminished (Richards, 2011). Agricultural expansion, for crops including soybeans as well as cattle ranching and tree plantations, is the major threat to the remaining Atlantic Forest.
underlying cause of the fragmentation of the forest. The relative importance of the various drivers differs regionally: until recently, soybean plantations have been a leading cause of forest loss in the southern Brazilian states and in eastern Paraguay, but not in the Misiones province of Argentina (di Bitetti et al., 2003).

While the Brazilian Atlantic Forest is no longer being cleared to a significant degree, in Argentina the Atlantic Forest is still undergoing rapid deforestation through agricultural expansion, ranching, logging, conversion to tree plantations and road building. Soy is not grown to any significant degree in the region, but as Argentina’s main agricultural crop, it is inextricably linked with changes in land use. In Paraguay, the government legislated a 2004 moratorium on forest conversion in the east of the country which has reduced deforestation rates in the Atlantic Forest by 90 per cent (Hutchison and Aquino, 2011). The moratorium has been extended several times, most recently to 2018.
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* Data not available for Paraguay and Argentina
Agricultural expansion, largely driven by soy, is the biggest threat to the natural vegetation of the Gran Chaco.
The Gran Chaco was one of the last frontiers in South America – but agricultural development, largely driven by soy, is gathering pace.

A hot, dry plain of around 100 million ha, the Gran Chaco comprises a range of habitats from dry thorn forests and cactus stands to palm savannahs that are flooded in the wet season. The Gran Chaco has high levels of biodiversity, containing around 3,400 plant species, 500 birds, 150 mammals and 220 reptiles and amphibians (TNC et al., 2005). There are more types of armadillo here than anywhere else, with 10 species in the Argentinian Chaco alone. Its central location in South America makes it an important refuge for many migrating birds.

The Chaco has been gradually converted over long periods, but the rate of conversion of natural vegetation has accelerated in recent years. Around 12 to 15 per cent of the natural Chaco landscape has been converted into agricultural uses. This is concentrated in a narrow strip of the sub-humid Chaco, where agricultural uses have replaced up to 80 per cent of original cover in areas such as some quebracho forests (OAS, 2009).

In Argentina, some 1.2-1.4 million ha (85 per cent of the national deforestation total) was cleared in 30 years, a deforestation rate of 2.2 per cent per year (Zak et al., 2004; Gasparri and Grau, 2009). As controls have tightened on felling Atlantic Forest remnants, particularly in Paraguay (see page 77), pressure has mounted on the neighbouring Gran Chaco. From 2010 to 2012, for example, a total of 823,868 ha was cleared in the three main countries, three-quarters in Paraguay (Monitoreo Ambiental del Chaco Sudamericano, 2012). In Bolivia, the heart of Gran Chaco is protected by the Kaa-Iya del Gran Chaco National Park and indigenous area. But land to the north and west, where the soil is extremely fertile, is being cleared for agriculture.

The soy factor

Agricultural expansion, largely driven by soy, is the biggest threat to the natural ecosystems of the Gran Chaco. In Argentina, agricultural expansion, and soy cultivation in particular, is the main cause of deforestation. Growing market demand, coupled with innovations such as GM, zero-tillage and other technological changes (Zak et al., 2008), have made cultivation in drier and less productive areas more viable.

While detailed statistics relating specifically to the Gran Chaco are hard to find, Argentina’s total cultivated area increased by about 45 per cent between 1990 and 2006; during this period, soy became Argentina’s dominant crop, accounting for over one-half the cultivated area in the country by 2006 (Aizen et al., 2009). There is a clear correlation between soy expansion and the loss of forests and grasslands. Between 1987 and 2010, 6.4 million ha of forest and 1 million ha of grassland in the north of Argentina were converted to agriculture; during the same period, the soy area expanded by around 11 million ha, with other crops remaining mostly static (UMSEF 2007, 2008, 2012; CNA 1998, 2002). In the province of Salta, within the Gran Chaco, one-quarter of the forest was removed between 1977 and 2008 (Paruelo et al., 2011).
Before 2004, Paraguay had the second-highest deforestation rate in the world, with over 7 million ha of forest destroyed in 40 years, including large parts of the Chaco (Hutchison and Aquino, 2011). Most of this forest was cleared for agriculture and livestock, particularly soy (Baldi and Paruelo, 2008) and cattle (Abril et al., 2005). Since the government legislated the 2004 Forest Conversion Moratorium, also known as the “Zero Deforestation Law” in order to protect the Atlantic Forest in Paraguay, soy in the region has increasingly been grown on land previously used to raise cattle. As the law pertains only to the protection of forest and not to other landscapes such as savannas, an unexpected result has been that cattle ranching has expanded massively into the Gran Chaco. Some soy is also now being cultivated directly in the Paraguayan Chaco. A report in The New York Times suggested that almost half a million ha had been cleared in the 2 years up to March 2012, to make way for cattle and soybean (Romero, 2012).

Pressure on the Gran Chaco seems set to continue to increase, with infrastructure in the region developing rapidly. Argentina’s paved road network has increased by 10 per cent in the last 7 years, while the Initiative for the Integration of the Regional Infrastructure of South America (IIRSA) plans to link the Chaco with Pacific ports in Chile, opening up better links to Asian markets; as part of this, reconstruction of the Belgrano cargo railway in Argentina is already under way. In Bolivia, intensive agriculture has been limited historically by the semi-arid climate, but this is changing as farmers adopt irrigation technology.

The giant anteater is one of 150 mammals native to the Gran Chaco
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Deforestation Brazil (1988-2010) source: Brazil National Institute for Space Research (INPE)


Forest cover Brazil (2010): WWF Germany, derived from Townshend et al., 2011
The ancient and unique Chiquitano forest shelters a wide range of species, including this Jabiru stork.
Bolivia’s little-known dry forests contain exceptional biodiversity, and are targeted for soy expansion

Tropical dry forests are among the most endangered ecosystems on the planet – and the Chiquitano forest is the largest patch of healthy dry forest ecosystem alive today. Located at a crossroads where the humid Amazon meets the arid Chaco, the trees of the Chiquitano shed their leaves in the dry season, and have evolved to withstand both fires and floods. Most intact Chiquitano forest is found in Bolivia, though small patches remain in Brazil and Paraguay.

This ancient and unique ecoregion is one of the richest dry forests on the planet, sheltering a wide range of species, including a large number of threatened mammals. Wildlife includes puma (*Puma concolor*), maned wolf (*Chrysocyon brachyurus*) and the giant armadillo (*Priodontes maximus*), the last of which is categorized as vulnerable on the IUCN Red List. Much of the Chiquitano has yet to be studied, including the Sunsas Ridge limestone caves, which contain rich bat colonies.

The Chiquitano forest once covered around 12.5 million ha. Around 15 per cent had been converted before 2001. The mean annual rate of forest loss in Santa Cruz was estimated at about 100,000 ha between 1990 and 2000, which grew to 220,000 ha between 2000 and 2005 (Killeen et al., 2007a). The main threat to the Chiquitano forest comes from cattle ranching and mechanized agriculture (Killeen et al., 2007a), although mining is also an important agent of change (Vides-Almonacid and Justiniano, 2011).

During the last decade deforestation in Bolivia claimed about 0.5 per cent (around 250,000 ha) of forests each year. This puts Bolivia at risk of continued loss of valuable ecosystems and deforestation. (Source ABT: 2010 - official data).

The soy factor

Mechanized agriculture in Bolivia began in the 1960s. During the 1960s and 1970s, the government promoted commercial agriculture in Santa Cruz in the Gran Chiquitano region with infrastructure investments, subsidized credit and resettlement programmes designed to promote migration of small-scale farmers from the overcrowded regions of the high Andes and Altiplano (Klein, 1982). The large-scale cultivation of soy took off in the early 1990s, an explicit objective of a development project financed by the World Bank.

Soy cultivation in Bolivia has continued to increase rapidly, by nearly 6 per cent every year: in the country as a whole, it is now grown on over 1 million ha (Pacheco, 2012). FAN (Fundación Amigos de la Naturaleza) has estimated that mechanized intensive agriculture will increase by more than 1 million ha in the next 25 years (WWF-Bolivia, 2013). In Bolivia, soy production accounts for around 90 per cent of mechanized agriculture. Land and labour are cheap compared to other South American countries and these factors have contributed significantly to the increasing expansion of soy production. In recent years, these costs have increased substantially, which may limit future expansion of soy. Over half the soy production in Santa Cruz is on land owned by non-Bolivians, with one-quarter of the land owned by Brazilians (Mackey, 2011).

The rise of soy has been accompanied by accelerating deforestation rates. Annual deforestation in Tierra Bajas rose from 8,700 ha per year from 1975 to 1984, to
Soy in the Uruguayan campos

Natural grasslands, or campos, cover much of Uruguay; grazing has been the main activity for generations. For some decades until 2000, establishing tree plantations was the main cause of land-use change in the campos. This century, however, soybean has become an increasingly important crop, with the cultivated area increasing by over 5 per cent per year in some western counties (Paruelo et al., 2006). Soy cropland grew from virtually zero to 7 per cent of Uruguay's cropland between 2002 and 2012, with almost 1 million ha now under cultivation. During 2012, soy became Uruguay's main export crop, worth over 1 billion dollars (MercoPress, 2012). Soy is replacing other crops, former pasture and high conservation value grazing land, especially along the banks of the River Uruguay. Here, where the most fertile soils are found, soy covers around 60 per cent of the land (Rios et al., 2010).

Along with land conversion, there are concerns about the rapid increase in the use of pesticides and fertilizers. Around the Estero de Farrapos e Islas del Río Uruguay, a national park and Ramsar wetland site of international importance, this is having an impact on fish, bees and terrestrial animals, and algal blooms are becoming more common (Rios et al., 2010).

As in other South American countries, soy expansion in Uruguay has led to small farmers being replaced by large agribusinesses: socio-economic studies found that as soy production increased, the number of producers occupying the land declined steeply (Narbondo and Oyhantçabal, 2011).

Land is cleared by burning in the Chiquitano: up to 650,000 ha of Chiquitano dry forests may have been lost to soy production in Bolivia.
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Deforestation Bolivia (1990-2010) source: Noel Kempff Mercado Museum of Natural History


Forest cover Bolivia (2010) source: Noel Kempff Mercado Museum of Natural History

Forest cover Brazil (2010) source: WWF Germany, derived from Townshend et al., 2011.
Centuries of land conversion mean that the large majority of US grasslands have already been degraded or converted to other uses managed the land long before European settlement, using interventions, particularly fire, to maintain huge areas of grassland as habitat for wild bison.

From 1850 to 1950, before the soy boom, over 100 million ha of grassland were lost, mostly converted to cultivated cropland. A similar area was lost between 1950 and 1990, with roughly two-thirds ploughed up for crops (Conner et al., 2001). Conversion of these highly erodible lands into production is in part what led to the Dust Bowl in the 1930s. During the drought in 2012, there were sporadic dust storms in Oklahoma and Kansas due to soil tillage.

The soy factor

The soy story in North America began with World War II, when a shortage in domestic oil and fat supply followed decreasing imports of East Asian oils. One US Department of Agriculture pamphlet issued during the period called on farmers to “Grow More Soybeans for Victory” (Shurtleff and Aoyagi, 2007). As domestic soy production increased, the United States became a major exporter of soy products to Europe and Russia. Soy has remained an important crop in the United States ever since; until 2012 it was the largest single producer in the world.
Today nearly all the highly productive tallgrass prairie ecosystem in the Corn Belt (the Midwestern United States) has been converted to agricultural land uses. Conversion of some parts of the mixed-grass prairie to the west, particularly along the Missouri Coteau, exceeds 70 per cent (Wright and Wimberly, 2013). Conversely, in the Northern Great Plain Ecoregion as defined by WWF, approximately 70 per cent of the area is either in protected areas or used for ranching.

The conversion is continuing. Current high corn and soybean prices, and the demand for biofuel feedstocks and the Renewable Fuels Standard, are credited as driving some of the most significant changes in land use in recent US history. Between 2006 and 2008 the area on which corn and soybean was harvested in the United States increased by more than 3.2 million ha; nearly one-third of this increase came from converting grass-dominated land (Wright and Wimberly, 2013).

Federal government policies to support agricultural production in the United States through protection or subsidies, coupled with periods of high prices for agricultural commodities, have long provided incentives to convert grasslands to crop production. More recently, expanding federal crop insurance and disaster relief programmes such as the 2012 Farm Bill mean that farmers in drought-prone areas are able to risk growing highly profitable but rainfall-dependent crops such as soybeans (Wright and Wimberly, 2013).
Recent grassland conversion in the United States

The Prairie Pothole Region of the eastern Dakotas is under substantial pressure from agricultural development. Between 2001 and 2010, cropland replaced over 1.25 million ha of grassland, or 16.9 per cent. Three crops constituted the vast majority of this new cropland in about equal proportion: corn, soybeans and wheat (Johnston, 2012).

In the Western Corn Belt (North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota and Iowa), grassland was converted to corn or soy at an annual rate of 1.0-5.4 per cent between 2006 and 2011. This has resulted in a net decline of grasslands, in particular those in close proximity to wetlands, of nearly 530,000 ha (Wright and Wimberly, 2013).

Changes in the Northern Great Plains ecoregion

Between 1978 and 2008, the average annual increase in crop acreage within the Northern Great Plains (NGP) was 0.9 per cent or some 445,154 ha over the 30-year period. Growth in soybeans, corn and wheat accounted for most of the increase, with corn and soybeans increasing from 1998 to 2008. The soybean area has grown substantially over 30 years, with an average annual growth rate of 14.5 per cent, totalling 1.2 million ha, although most of this came from soy replacing other crops and only 12 per cent from conversion of rangeland.

Preliminary results of a recent modelling exercise suggest that an increase in crop prices would lead to an increase in conversion on all but the poorest soil quality areas. Specifically, a 10 per cent increase in crop prices increases the probability of converting from grassland to cropland by 0.3 per cent, while a 25 per cent increase in crop prices will lead to a 0.9 per cent increase in the probability of conversion; the latter translates to over 400,000 ha converted across the US portion of the NGP. The probability of conversion increases dramatically with soil quality along the eastern edge of the ecoregion in North and South Dakota.

Similarly, changes in government payments (e.g., crop insurance, disaster payments) would also substantially change the probability of converting grassland to cropland, particularly on more marginal soils in the western portions of North and South Dakota and eastern portions of Montana and Wyoming (Schrag and Olimb, 2012).
5. **SOY CONTROVERSIES**

Along with the loss of natural ecosystems, soy production raises a number of environmental and social issues.

The issues outlined briefly here are not the focus of this report, and are explored in greater detail elsewhere. However, any attempts to reform soy production and guide its expansion need to address these concerns alongside the conversion of forests and other ecosystems.

**Soy, soil, water and resource use**

Soy is an intensively grown crop, with high demands for resources: particularly energy, water, agrochemicals and soil. Any change from natural vegetation or grazing lands to crops is likely to increase soil erosion and change the hydrological cycle.

**Soil**: Life cycle analysis of soy production in the Cerrado, Brazil, found annual soil erosion losses of 8 tonnes per hectare, compounded by loss of organic matter, compaction and acidification (Mattsson et al., 2000) and greatly impacting the quality of water courses. Over the last decade, the use of no-till methods has increased, with a consequent decrease in erosion. However, these methods are not used everywhere, and erosion can be as high as 19-30 tonnes per hectare per year depending on management, slope and climate, with the boom in soy markets encouraging farmers to plant on more erodible soils (Altieri and Pengue, 2006).
**Water:** The impact of soy production on the water cycle varies greatly between countries and regions. Soybean used 4 per cent of global irrigation water in 1997-2000 but this use is not evenly spread; soy is mainly a rain-fed crop in South America but much more heavily irrigated elsewhere (Hoekstra and Chapagain, 2006). Research shows that higher rainfall interception in soybean fields than in transitional tropical forests, combined with faster run-off due to soil compaction in these fields, reduces the amount of water percolating into deeper soils and groundwater. It can be inferred that wide conversion to intensive soy cultivation will therefore reduce water availability in the long term (Bäse et al., 2012). Water quality and quantity is also very much impacted by soil erosion and agrochemical residues.

**Agrochemicals:** Modern farming technology requires intensive use of fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides. The use of agrochemicals (pesticides and chemical fertilizers) is one of the main environmental threats linked to soy production, regardless of farm size, causing soil contamination as well as huge impacts on water quality and its biodiversity. Agrochemicals use can also affect human health: a study in Mato Grosso, for example, tested 62 samples of breast milk and found traces of one or more toxic agrochemicals in all of them (Palma, 2011). The vast soy monocultures and warmer year-round climate in South America increase the likelihood of severe pest attacks. The Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) estimates that 35 per cent of all pesticides used in Brazil are for soy farming. Most soy in South America uses inoculation of *Rhizobium* into soy seeds to fix
nitrogen, creating a low dependency on nitrogen fertilizer, although phosphorus, potassium and other macro- and micro-nutrients are still required. In Argentina, where there is less use of Rhizobium inoculation, large off-site leakage of both nitrogen and phosphorus has been estimated from soybean crops (Pengue, 2005), with potential impacts on downstream water quality.

**Monoculture:** The scale of soy monoculture is unprecedented. As with any system of production that cultivates single crops over vast areas, soy monocultures minimize ecological services and become more dependent on chemicals to control pests such as insects and fungi. The scale of the monoculture itself creates ecological risks, including new or growing pest and disease problems such as soybean rust, which has risen dramatically in Brazil (Altieri and Pengue, 2006).

**Soy cultivation: Social impacts**
Large-scale land-use change creates social change, along with many claims and counter-claims about the costs and benefits of development. Despite a lot of talk and publicity, there have been relatively few detailed social research projects into the impacts of soy expansion. A recent working paper found that soy expansion in the Amazon region has reduced several poverty indicators and raised median rural incomes, but at the same time has increased levels of inequality and continued a process of consolidation of land holdings into the hands of fewer people (Weinhold et al., 2011). Despite the large growth in Argentina’s soy exports, one of the few studies available found no systematic relationship between soy expansion and improved living standards of the local populations (Banco Mundial, 2006).

**Land concentration:** Most soybean production in North and South America operates on an industrial scale, which tends to disadvantage smallholders – although efficient cooperative systems in some areas allow smallholders to remain competitive. The expansion of medium- and large-scale producers can stimulate land concentration, which may in turn displace local people and take away their
livelihoods (Pacheco, 2012). The majority of the land used for soy in the Cerrado and Amazon in Brazil is controlled by a few major owners, with many farms averaging 1,000 ha and some reaching 10,000-50,000 ha (Brown-Lima et al., undated). In Chaco province, Argentina, where soy has replaced typical smallholder crops such as cotton, the number of farmers of fewer than 100 ha fell by 80 per cent while the number of farms over 1,000 ha increased by 230 per cent between 1998 and 2002 (Dal Pont and Longo, 2007). By contrast, most soy in China and India is grown by smallholders; while productivity is lower, the economic benefits are spread much more widely.

Employment: The impact on agricultural labour depends on what soy production is replacing. Employment opportunities are likely to be higher in soy farming than in cattle ranching, but lower where soybean displaces traditional cultivation activities (Rathman et al., 2012; Goldfarb and Zoomers, 2013). In the Americas, although exceptions exist, income tends to benefit a small group of larger enterprises rather than a large number of smaller farms (Pacheco, 2012). It has been estimated that conversion to soy has eliminated four out of five farm jobs in parts of Argentina (Garcia-Lopez and Arizpe, 2010). In India and China, by contrast, soy provides an important source of income and employment for several million smallholders.

Human rights: Local and international NGOs have reported land evictions, misuse of pesticides and, in Paraguay, violent suppression of land protests related to soy (Semino et al., 2006, Dutch Soy Coalition, 2006). Greenpeace has documented illegality and use of slaves in soy farms in the Amazon region, with workers being duped into coming to ranches where their papers are taken away and they are forced to work. The Brazilian government keeps a ‘dirty list’ of farms successfully prosecuted: in 2004, for example, it intervened in 236 cases of slavery in soy farms involving over 6,000 labourers including 127 children (Greenpeace, 2006). The problem, once exposed, has now largely been addressed. The NGO GRAIN has documented cases of land grabbing associated with soy in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil
Eviction of indigenous communities has also been reported from northwest Argentina (Kruglianskas, undated) and eastern Paraguay, where indigenous groups which have depended on the forest for centuries have been displaced and now live in poverty in the cities of Ciudad del Este and Asunción (Hobbs, 2012). A study in Argentina's Chaco region documented 224 land conflicts, including a number related to soy, affecting 127,886 people on more than 2.7 million ha: one-quarter of the families were evicted (Redaf, 2013).

Genetically modified (GM) soy was first introduced onto the market in 1996, principally to make soy crops resistant to herbicides. Although resisted in some regions, notably Europe, GM soy is now grown in many parts of the world. Much of the soy in Latin America is genetically modified to tolerate glyphosate herbicide; this means soy can be sprayed several times with this total herbicide during the growing season. All other plants will be killed, and only the soy plant will survive. Recently more and more weeds have become resistant to this herbicide. As a consequence, new GMO soy variations have been developed, with resistance against more than one herbicide. By 2009, 77 per cent of global soy production was from GM seed, covering 69 million ha, an increase of 4.9 per cent on 2008. Countries such as Argentina and the United States are now almost entirely given over to GM soy. Conversely, China aims to be the world’s largest producer of non-GM soy for both internal use and export (Anon, 2012); India is also a GM-free producer. Both GM soy and non-GM soy are planted in the geographic regions discussed in this report.

WWF does not promote or endorse the use of GMOs; applies a precautionary approach to the introduction of GMOs; and advocates the retention of non-GMO options for all relevant commodities.
Table 7
Proportion of GM soy grown in countries considered in this report
Source: GMO Compass, 2010; Céleres, 2012; Guereña, 2013; IBCE, 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>% GM soy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States (2009)</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina (2009)</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil (2010)</td>
<td>88.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay (2010)</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia (2011)</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India (2009)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China (2009)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Children in a Chiquitanan village: soy expansion does not always lead to improved living standards for local people.
The world’s population and consumption of natural resources is growing to unprecedented levels – and demand for soy continues to rise. Without a change of course, vast areas of forest and other habitats in South America will disappear in the coming decades.

But an alternative future is possible. From government policies and farming practices to commitments by big buyers and investors, solutions are emerging that will allow us to meet the need for soy while conserving biodiversity and crucial ecosystems.

This farm, in Paraná, Brazil, uses no-till cultivation, which can improve soil quality and carbon levels, and reduce erosion and chemical inputs.
6. STEPS TOWARD RESPONSIBLE SOY

How can we meet rising demand for soy without contributing to deforestation and habitat loss?

The production and consumption of soy has grown phenomenally over the past few decades and, in the process, imposed an extraordinarily high cost on nature. In the coming decades, demand for soy will continue to rise. This is happening at a time when the world’s population and consumption of natural resources is growing to unprecedented levels. Carrying on with “business as usual” will mean further loss of natural environments such as those discussed earlier. We will see huge and irreversible losses of biodiversity. The natural capital and ecosystem services that underpin not only agricultural production but the entire global economy will be further eroded: ecological processes could be pushed beyond tipping points, leading to catastrophic failures. Increased carbon emissions will exacerbate the already formidable challenges of climate change.

But we do not have to follow this pathway. Alternatives exist that will allow us to meet the need for soy and other agricultural commodities while conserving biodiversity and crucial ecosystems. Here, we present some current and possible solutions for moving toward a more responsible soy industry. These include legislative initiatives in both producer and consumer countries, market incentives to reward progressive producers and voluntary mechanisms to catalyze change. On the supply side, BMPs and responsible investment policies can increase the sustainability of the production, while limiting the irresponsible expansion of the industry. On the demand side, initiatives to curb waste and over-consumption can ensure that the need for expansion is real, rather than profligate.

Soy mapping project, Brazil: systematic land-use planning can enable soy production to expand responsibly
1. Market responses

In response to the concerns of customers and shareholders, NGO advocacy, and long-term reputational and supply risks to their business, private companies have begun to take steps to reduce the environmental impact of soy. Responses include making individual and/or collective voluntary pledges to avoid deforestation, and certification schemes developed in collaboration with civil society organizations.

WWF challenges and supports companies to purchase only soy that has been produced according to strict environmental and social safeguards. WWF works with individual companies as well as broader industry initiatives (see below) to transform the market, so that responsibly produced soy that does not damage ecosystems becomes the norm.

**Consumer Goods Forum:** The Consumer Goods Forum, which represents 400 leading global manufacturers and retailers, has pledged to use its influence and mobilize resources to help achieve zero net deforestation by 2020. It has committed to working through individual company initiatives and in partnership with governments and NGOs to “develop specific, time bound and cost effective action plans for the different challenges in sourcing commodities such as palm oil, soya, beef, paper and board in a sustainable fashion” (thecustomergoodsforum.com/sustainability). It has specific working groups, including one on soy, and advises companies to choose soy certified by the RTRS.

**Voluntary certification:** Certification schemes and “ecolabels” for products that meet environmental and social standards are becoming increasingly mainstream. Well-known examples include those of the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) for sustainable forest management, the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) for responsible fisheries, the Fairtrade label and various organic accreditations. Voluntary standards can help to raise industry norms, influence national policies or even become legal requirements. To be credible, these schemes need to be developed through a multi-stakeholder process and compliance needs regular independent, third-party verification.

For producers, certification can provide added value such as price premiums, access to growing markets for certified soy and access to discounts on agricultural inputs and finance. Meeting certification criteria can also help to improve productivity, restrict the use of harmful agrochemicals and other inputs, and reduce social conflicts and legal problems. A KPMG study suggests that with a combination of benefits, including a price premium of US$1.5 per tonne, the average payback period for producers’ investment may be as little as 3 years (KPMG, 2013). Certification also allows manufacturers and retailers to make verifiable claims about the sustainability of their products, and provides assurance for customers wanting to make responsible choices.

**Round Table on Responsible Soy:** The certification scheme with the most potential for shifting the soy sector toward sustainability is the RTRS. Established in 2006, the RTRS is a multi-stakeholder initiative with over 150 members from more than 20 countries. These include producers and retailers from the mainstream soy industry, environmental and social NGOs (including WWF), commodity traders, consumer goods manufacturers, the feed industry and banks. Its aim is to produce globally applicable standards to help build a market for responsible soy. The first certificate for responsibly produced soy according to RTRS principles was issued in May 2011. Producers have been certified in Brazil, Paraguay, Argentina, Uruguay.
and India, and national standards are being developed in Bolivia, China and Uruguay. Certificates are issued by accredited third-party auditors. The RTRS reached its first 1 million tonnes of responsibly certified soy in January 2013 – though this represents less than 0.5 per cent of total global soy production at the time of this report’s writing. The RTRS standard (RTRS, 2010), which has been formulated through a rigorous, transparent multi-stakeholder process, bans the conversion of any native forests as well as non-forest habitats such as grasslands and wetlands of high conservation value. It also demands legal compliance, requires conservation and where needed restoration of riparian vegetation areas, promotes best management practices, ensures fair working conditions and respects land tenure claims.

RTRS also promotes chain-of-custody certification along the supply chain to make sure that claims about products containing responsible soy in the marketplace can be verified – though for soy “embedded” in animal products, so far this only reaches as

### RTRS Brazil mapping project

Limiting expansion into natural habitats is a crucial role of RTRS. But defining which areas are suitable for soy expansion and which should be off limits can be a challenging process.

In Brazil, RTRS has been involved in a mapping project with a multi-stakeholder group including producers, buyers, financial institutions, civil society organizations (including WWF), and mapping and biodiversity conservation experts. The process has created broad-scale maps for responsible soy expansion in Brazil, and guidance for identifying areas of high conservation value and defining biodiversity-friendly practices at a site level. The methodology used will allow similar maps and guidance to be produced in other countries.

While the mapping project is intended primarily to serve soy producers seeking RTRS certification, it has a potentially far wider scope as a tool to protect natural habitats under threat from cattle ranching, crops and other land uses.

### GM soy production in the RTRS

The RTRS has been criticized for certifying genetically modified soy production as “responsible”, and WWF’s participation in the Round Table has been questioned as a result.

WWF does not promote or endorse genetic modification. We think more research is needed into the impacts of GM organisms, that no GM products should be released into the environment without a transparent, comprehensive environmental impact assessment and that strong safeguards need to be in place. We also believe that non-GM alternatives should be available for all commodities. However, the fact remains that GM soy accounts for over three-quarters of global soy production. In most of North and South America, the proportion is even higher, reaching 99 per cent in Argentina and 89 per cent in Bolivia.

RTRS aims to become a mainstream standard for the soy industry. To have any chance of preventing the conversion of the natural ecosystems highlighted in this report, all producers – GM and non-GM – need to be on board. At the same time, WWF has worked with the RTRS to establish a separate supply chain for certified responsible non-GM soy.
Advocacy from NGOs (e.g., Dros, 2004) and pressure from consumers led Brazil’s soy industry to take voluntary action against Amazon deforestation. In 2006, two associations that represent around 80 per cent of soybean processors and exporters in Brazil – the Brazilian Association of Vegetable Oil Industries (ABIOVE) and the National Association of Cereal Exporters (ANEC) – pledged that their members would not buy soybeans produced on any Amazon farmland deforested after 24 June 2006. WWF is a member of the Soy Moratorium’s Technical Working Group and plays a key role in ensuring the ongoing credibility of the initiative’s monitoring system.

Initially the moratorium was set for 2 years, but it has been renewed every year since, and enforcement has improved. It is monitored annually by overlaying maps derived from satellite images of deforestation with registered farms known to be producing soy.

The success of the moratorium is monitored by remote sensing (Rudorff et al., 2011). Between the 2007-08 and 2012-13 crops, only 18,100 ha of the total 2.1 million ha of soy cultivated in the Amazon (less than 1 per cent) was in recently deforested areas (WWF-Brazil, Greenpeace, ABIOVE).

The moratorium was an important step toward reducing Amazon deforestation, and indeed many companies take their moratorium obligations seriously. There is, however, a danger that because of the success of the moratorium and the publicity it has attracted, the market now considers the problem of soy and deforestation to be solved. As this report shows, this is very far from being the case.
RTRS, but improvements need to be made in governance, transparency and level of assurance of the scheme (proterrafoundation.org).

**Organic certification and fair trade:** Several organic certification schemes can be applied to soy, though only a tiny fraction of soy production is organic. While some of these standards demand zero deforestation, others simply require that producers comply with laws on maintaining native vegetation. Similarly, other labels with high social and environmental standards, such as Fairtrade and the Brazilian EcoSocial label, do not necessarily deal with conversion of natural ecosystems to cropland.

### 2. Consumer country responses

Consumer countries have an important role to play in influencing the shift to more responsible soy production practices in producer countries. For example, consumer pressure helped to bring about the Amazon Soy Moratorium (see above), as well as to prompt the development of the RTRS and other certification schemes.

In consumer countries, particularly in Europe, WWF is lobbying businesses to commit to responsible soy and raising awareness among consumers. For example, WWF-UK’s “Save the Cerrado” campaign in 2011 (WWF-UK, 2011) targeted the country’s seven leading supermarkets; as a result, several joined RTRS or made time-bound commitments to sourcing responsible soy. The “Save the Cerrado” campaign’s online video has been viewed more than 155,000 times.

WWF-Netherlands was a founding partner in the Dutch Soy Coalition, which brings together seven NGOs to reduce the negative environmental and social impacts of soy. The coalition works with organizations in soy producing and consuming countries, and was instrumental in bringing about the Netherlands’ national commitment to certified responsible soy (see below).

**Dutch national commitment:** More than one-fifth of the soy that comes into the EU is imported through the Netherlands, making it the second largest importer in the world. In December 2011 the main food chain sectors, including the feed sector, dairy and meat industry, farmers, food businesses and retailers jointly committed to aim for 100 per cent of soy for the Dutch production of animal products to be certified to RTRS standards, or equivalent, by 2015. The Dutch government’s Sustainable Trade Initiative (IDH) and NGOs including WWF support the commitment. To help achieve the initiative’s goals, the involved companies have set up the Foundation for the Supply Chain Transition to Responsible Soy (Stichting Ketentransitie Verantwoorde Soja) that is helping producers in South America to achieve RTRS certification: the investment required to shift all Dutch soy requirements to RTRS is expected to be around €7 million, with participating companies and the IDH paying one-half each. By 2012, the proportion of responsible soy and soy products within the Netherlands had increased to 16 per cent. The Foundation has set the target to buy 1 million tonnes of certified responsible soy in 2013.

**Other national initiatives:** Similar initiatives are under way in other European countries. Soy Network Switzerland (sojanetz.ch) is an alliance of soy buyers, producer associations, manufacturers, retailers and WWF-Switzerland. Its aim is for at least 90 per cent of soy for the Swiss market to be responsibly produced by 2014. In 2012, the total stood at 70 per cent. In Belgium, the feed industry association Bemefa (bemefa.be) has committed to import 100 per cent responsible soy by 2015. Discussions are also taking place in Denmark and Sweden, among other countries.
Public–private partnerships: IDH runs pre-competitive market transformation programmes in 18 sectors. It has a €130 million co-funding grant from the Dutch, Swiss and Danish governments, and its investments are jointly funded by private companies. IDH’s soy programme (idhsustainabletrade.com/soy), with a budget of €6.5 million, aims to make the soy sector responsible at an institutional level. It is currently funding projects to help soy producers in Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay to become RTRS-compliant. Along with the Dutch companies mentioned above, co-funders include Bemefa in Belgium, and Lantmannen in Sweden.

The Tropical Forest Alliance 2020 (TFA 2020) is a public–private partnership that aims to end tropical deforestation associated with key global commodities, including soy. Members include the Consumer Goods Forum and the governments of the United States, the Netherlands, Norway and the UK. They aim to work individually and in combination to tackle the drivers of tropical deforestation using a range of market, policy and communications approaches.

European Union Renewable Energy Directive: The EU has set a target that 10 per cent of energy in the transport sector should come from renewable sources by 2020. The European Union Renewable Energy Directive (EU-RED), as well as similar national legislation in member countries, has led to big increases in demand for biofuels, including biodiesel from soy. Meanwhile, responding to public and NGO pressure, the EU has introduced criteria to ensure biofuels don’t destroy important ecosystems. Under these requirements, biofuels purchased to meet EU-RED targets must comply with one of the certification schemes that the EU deemed as compliant with its criteria. RTRS and RSB are among the strongest of these. WWF is concerned, however, that other schemes are too weak, particularly in looking at the indirect impacts of biofuels on greenhouse-gas emissions, biodiversity and food security, and is calling for more robust legislation.

Green public procurement policies: Public procurement policies that favour responsibly produced soy can be an important tool, especially in countries where government-related organizations such as schools and hospitals consume large
amounts of food. So far, no public procurement policies have specifically addressed embedded soy in food. However, similar public procurement policies do exist, such as those in many European countries specifying timber and paper from well-managed forests, and those in the UK specifying responsible palm oil.

3. Producer country legislation

Producer countries have introduced temporary and permanent policies and legislation aimed at addressing loss of forests, and to a lesser extent other natural vegetation. These policies could, if effectively enforced, slow down the irresponsible expansion of soy farms (as well as other agricultural businesses). Many of these focus on particular regions, in response to fears about high levels of ecosystem loss. They have had varying success; in some cases, they have displaced the problems to other geographical areas.

Most governments have established protected areas to conserve a proportion of their country’s native ecosystems. Under the Convention on Biological Diversity, countries are obliged to develop ecologically representative networks of protected areas, with a global target of 17 per cent land area under protection. Identifying and giving legal protection to these areas is only the first step. It’s also critical that governments develop effective protected area management systems and strengthen governance to prevent degradation or illegal encroachment, both of which remain a problem in Latin America. Strong legislation is also needed to support conservation and protect biodiversity outside protected areas, including on farms and other privately owned land. Many governments are also experimenting with various carbon offset schemes, such as REDD+, as a way of bringing funding to help deter further forest clearance.

**Brazil:** Brazil has various laws protecting its forests. For public land, there is an extensive protected area network in the Amazon, and smaller protected area systems in the Cerrado and the Atlantic Forest. The most important set of laws relating to private farms is the Forest Code. Clearing of the Atlantic Forest has been banned for 20 years, and restoration projects are attempting to link remaining fragments together. In the Amazon, landowners are obliged to maintain 80 per cent forest cover – an increase from 50 per cent before 1996. Landowners in Cerrado regions within the area legally classified as the Amazon biome (Mato Grosso state and parts of Maranhão and Tocantins) are supposed to maintain 35 per cent of land, plus all permanent preservation areas, under natural vegetation – an average of 40-45 per cent of land when the law is enforced. In other Cerrado regions, the figure is 20 per cent, plus all permanent preservation areas – an average of 25-30 per cent of land, although again this depends on the law being enforced. Increased protection for the Amazon, the Soy Moratorium and international concern have resulted in most soy expansion in the last two decades taking place in the Cerrado. In 2012, Brazil’s Forest Code was amended – the subject of bitter dispute between the agricultural sector and the environmental sector, including NGOs, researchers, politicians, the forest sector and society in general. In theory, the changes demand less conservation than the previous Forest Code did in most cases. Even so, WWF-Brazil considers that getting producers to comply with the Forest Code is a key conservation priority. Strict and consistent enforcement of the Code, even though it has been watered down, would be an improvement on the current reality of relatively uncontrolled expansion of soy and cattle ranching into forest ecosystems.
Argentina: In 2007, Argentina passed the Forest Act (Law 26,331), which required provinces to introduce comprehensive, participatory land-use planning processes. This was a major breakthrough in environmental protection and involving civil society in environmental planning. To date, 20 out of 23 provinces have policies in place for managing native forests. Since the Act was passed, the average annual deforestation rate in the country has fallen by almost 20 per cent – from around 280,000 to 230,000 ha a year. But this is still very high. And forests are still being cleared from areas defined as no-go zones under provincial forest management plans – 259,302 ha in Category II (yellow) and 16,148 ha in Category I (red). Clearly, the law is not yet being applied effectively, and its implementation remains underfunded (Greenpeace, FARN & FVSA, 2013). A Forest Compensation Fund was supposed to provide an incentive for forest conservation through a system of payments for ecosystem services, but this has not yet taken off, with funding allocation at just 10 per cent of the level required by the legislation.

Paraguay: In 2004, after some decades of very high deforestation rates, Paraguay brought in a temporary Zero Deforestation Law to protect the Upper Paraná Atlantic Forest. As a result, the deforestation rate has fallen by 90 per cent. WWF and other organizations have fought hard to keep the moratorium in place, and it was recently extended until 2018. However, strict protection in the Atlantic Forest has led to increased clearance of native vegetation in the Gran Chaco, mainly for cattle ranching, much of which has been displaced from the Atlantic Forest by soy production: the annual deforestation rate is now more than 900,000 ha. More land has also been opened up for soy production, especially in the Pantanal. Several attempts to implement a temporary moratorium in the Chaco have failed, due to strong opposition from cattle producers. WWF-Paraguay is attempting to introduce longer-term alternatives to keep forests standing. This includes promoting new laws and restoration programmes, and supporting the “Programme on Conformance with Forest Law”, where landowners who have not reserved sufficient areas of forest (at least 25 per cent of land over 20 ha, and 100 metres on either side of water courses) have to restore forest cover. To complement this, a new law on PES will offer financial incentives to landowners who conserve more than the 25 per cent legal minimum (see page 82).

Bolivia: Conservation, development and production are the three pillars of Bolivia’s new constitution, adopted in 2009, which puts sustainable development at the core of Bolivian law. The subsequent Law of Mother Earth (Pachamama in Bolivian indigenous culture) builds on this by seeking to ensure human society “lives in harmony with nature”. This Law is based on three main components, namely well-living (vivir bien); Mother Earth and integral development. The Law establishes a forest management model called “The Joint Mitigation and Adaptation Mechanism for Integrated and Sustainable Management of Forests”. This “mechanism” aims at reinforcing the environmental function of forests, recognizes the contribution of indigenous peoples to the conservation of forest ecosystems, supports indigenous peoples’ rights, promotes forest governance systems, strengthens sustainable use and access to forest resources, contributes to tackling the underlying causes of deforestation and forest degradation and promotes the enhancement of sustainable livelihoods of local peoples. The Bolivian government enacted the “Food Safety and Forest Restoration Law” (No. 337), which sets out to foster agriculture in lands that were illegally deforested between 1996 and 2011, and has the objective of ensuring food safety and restoring affected forest areas. In order for the landholders to benefit from this Law, 10 per cent of the deforested area should be restored and the rest should be assigned to agricultural production. Failure to comply with this Law implies an immediate reversion of the entire previously deforested area to the state. In spite of the ongoing
expansion of the agricultural frontier, there is widespread support for conservation and sustainable development. Fortunately, Bolivia is a sparsely populated country with vast areas of pristine natural habitat and the potential for conservation remains correspondingly large. WWF will continue to engage the productive sector, while working with national, regional and local government agencies to promote both conservation and responsible agricultural development.

**United States:** Relying on national and state regulations will not be enough to conserve priority areas in the United States. There are some conservation programmes within the Farm Bill, but participation is voluntary, and their future is uncertain—both the Senate and the House have called for cuts to voluntary conservation programmes of more than US$6 billion over 10 years. One key measure is the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), established by the Food Security Act of 1985. Under the programme, agricultural producers and landowners retire highly erodible and environmentally sensitive cropland and pasture from production for 10-15 years. This land is planted to grasses, trees and other cover, reducing erosion and water pollution and providing other environmental benefits. However, there has been a drastic decline in the area of land enrolled in the CRP, from 14.9 million ha in 2007 to 10.9 million ha in 2013, a decline of 26.8 per cent (USDA-FSA, undated). With commodity prices rising while CRP payments remain steady, it is likely that more contracts will not be renewed when they expire: by 2018, another 7.6 million ha could be brought back into production, some of this within the prairies of the NGP.

4. Land-use planning

Legislation to protect natural ecosystems needs to happen within a broader context of integrated and inclusive land-use planning.

WWF wants to see all countries introduce transparent, participatory and democratic land-use planning processes to achieve an optimal distribution of natural forests, plantations, agricultural areas, urban areas and other land. Various tools exist to identify “go” and “no go” zones—areas suitable for production, such as degraded lands and low-productivity pasture, and areas of high conservation value that should be avoided. In Brazil, WWF and other civil society organizations have been working with the government and the private sector on Systematic Conservation Planning—a science-based approach that looks at land use within the context of the whole biome (Margules & Pressey, 2000). WWF believes that best available natural and social science should help to inform land-use decisions, whether these are determined through land-use plans and regulations, private sector investment and sourcing policies, or options agreed by rural communities and land owners.

WWF is also promoting a shift to “green economies” that recognize the value of natural environments and the benefits that flow from them, and build this into land-use decision-making. Governments, businesses, conservationists and civil society organizations all have a role to play in this process.
Soy cultivation on degraded pasture: part of the solution

Large areas of South America that have previously been converted to cultivated pasture are now degraded. By using these areas, it could be possible to significantly expand soy production without further conversion of natural ecosystems. Similarly, increasing livestock productivity in areas of very low-intensity grazing could free up land for soy cultivation. However, safeguards need to be in place to prevent this leading to more conversion for cattle ranching – the leading cause of deforestation in the Amazon and elsewhere.

Brazil has 200 million ha of pasture and 70 million ha of crops and tree plantations. Official estimates show that at least 30 per cent of these pastures are either degraded or well below reasonable productivity levels. By raising average pasture productivity by 30 per cent, Brazil could significantly increase its crop area with no conversion of native vegetation – while still having degraded land available for restoration of native vegetation. The cattle sector claims it could increase beef production even with 30-40 per cent less area.

Integrating crops such as soy with pastures is becoming more common. The Brazilian government is strongly supporting this with low-interest loans through its low carbon agriculture (ABC) programme. WWF is promoting joint ventures that link ranchers who have degraded or underproductive pastures with experienced soy farmers seeking to expand production in the Amazon and Cerrado regions of Brazil. Access to international climate finance would allow ranchers to invest in better range and animal management practices, enabling them to raise more cattle on the remaining land.

Steps toward responsible soy

Figure 6
Intensifying pasture productivity. New soy production could be accommodated on a proportion of existing pasture land by increasing livestock productivity on the remaining pasture

5. Better Management Practices (BMPs)

BMPs can help farmers reduce the use of inputs such as agrochemicals and water, and mitigate negative environmental impacts. For example, integrated pest management techniques – such as controlling pests by hand or with traps, or using beneficial insects – reduce pesticide use. Similarly, measures such as adding compost, reducing tillage, and intercropping can improve soil health and productivity. More diversified systems of production, such as agroforestry and soy cultivated on smaller plots interspersed with strips of native vegetation, can reduce negative environmental impacts and benefit from ecological services such as natural biological pest control (Moreira, 2009).

In areas where yields are low, such as India and China, BMPs can help soy producers to increase yields without expanding the production area. Yield increase in India and China could in theory contribute to less expansion in South America.

Smaller producers, particularly in India and China, have the most scope for improving productivity through BMPs, as illustrated by the efforts of the Farmer
Support Programme run by the Dutch NGO Solidaridad in cooperation with RTRS. Designed to support smallholders to produce soy more efficiently and sustainably, the programme started in 2009 and is currently helping 80,000 soy farmers and farm workers in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay and India to prepare for certification. In Madhya Pradesh, India, applying BMPs has increased productivity by 20-30 per cent; together with reduced inputs and an RTRS premium, this has led to improved incomes for 30,000 producers farming around 45,000 ha (RTRS, 2012). Another Solidaridad project launched in 2012 is training around 31,000 farmers in northeast China to improve farming practices, and hopes to achieve RTRS certification of 20,000 ha within 3 years. WWF’s offices in producer countries also work with small-scale soy producers to improve management practices and help them achieve RTRS certification: for example, in Mato Grosso, Brazil, WWF is working with women producers to grow soy sustainably while supporting biodiversity protection. The lessons learned from the project will be used to educate other small producers.

For producers with already high productivity, such as in Argentina, Brazil and the United States, BMPs can help to produce the same (or even more) using fewer agrochemicals and less water, while increasing soil quality. In the United States, WWF and other NGOs are members of Field to Market: the Alliance for Sustainable Agriculture (fieldtomarket.org), which brings together grower groups, retailers and other supply chain businesses, and along with civil society promotes continuous improvement using an outcomes-based approach.
6. Payments for Ecosystem Services (PES)

Maintaining any more than the legal minimum area of forest cover is rarely in a landowner’s financial interest, when much greater profits can be made from converting this to soy or other agricultural uses. PES mechanisms are one way of making forests worth more standing than cleared. PES schemes come in various forms, but essentially involve those who benefit from a service provided by a natural ecosystem making payments to those who maintain that ecosystem: for example, a hydropower operator might pay communities upstream for maintaining water flows and limiting silt levels by conserving forests.

Similarly, REDD+ – the international initiative for reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation – aims to provide developing countries with a financial incentive to maintain their forests, by paying for the carbon they sequester. Carbon markets also offer possible sources of funding for conserving and restoring natural ecosystems (WWF, 2013).

The potential of PES for reducing expansion of soy into natural ecosystems can be seen in the case of the Mapitoba region of the Brazilian Cerrado. The recent RTRS mapping process has identified many areas of high conservation value in the region; to maintain these areas, producers would have to preserve more natural vegetation than the law requires. However, the new Brazilian Forest Code allows producers who have less native vegetation on their land than the law demands to offset the shortfall by renting or buying an equivalent area within the same biome. With many producers in other parts of the Cerrado needing to do this, there is a great opportunity to protect large priority areas in Mapitoba.
In Paraguay, a new PES policy has been approved (Law 3.001/06), though not yet put into practice, which will support efforts to reduce deforestation. Landowners whose land is more than 25 per cent forested (the legal minimum) can obtain certificates of environmental services for their additional forests. These certificates can then be sold to landowners who are not in compliance, as a means of meeting their 25 per cent obligation. In addition, “environmental service providers” would benefit from tax reductions on their properties. Smallholders with fewer than 20 ha, indigenous lands and protected areas can also apply for the certificates.

7. Responsible investment

Financial markets have fuelled and benefited from the soy boom – and can help to shape the future of the soy industry by diverting capital away from projects that threaten natural ecosystems and toward sustainable production. Investors in agricultural commodities such as soy are waking up to the fact that environmental risks such as biodiversity loss and climate change can have a material impact on profitability.

In 2012, the IFC, the private-sector arm of the World Bank, updated its Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability. These require clients to “implement sustainable management practices to one or more relevant and credible standards as demonstrated by independent verification or certification”, such as RTRS. The IFC’s standards are a global benchmark, and have been adopted by the 73 leading lenders that make up the Equator Principles Financial Institutions (EPFI).

Meanwhile, members of the Banking and Environment Initiative (BEI), hosted by the Cambridge University Programme for Sustainability Leadership, have prepared a compact to rid their portfolios of deforestation by 2020. All clients that produce, process or trade in soy, along with other commodities linked to deforestation, will be required to commit to achieving credible certification within a 3-year timeframe. Banks that are participating in the dialogue include Barclays, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP Morgan, Rabobank, Santander and UBS. At the time of writing, banks controlling around one-half of all global agricultural lending were preparing to publically sign the compact.

The world needs more capital in food and agricultural sectors, not less, and soy will be an essential part of the 21st century human diet. However, it needs to be smart money that manages environmental and social risks and opportunities. WWF recently produced a sustainable investment guide, *The 2050 Criteria* (WWF, 2012), outlining these risks and key performance indicators for assessing them. This can help financial institutions play a proactive role in creating a more responsible soy industry.

8. Reducing consumption and reducing waste

Humanity already uses more resources than the planet can sustain; with the population set to increase to over nine billion by 2050, reducing wasteful consumption is a critical global challenge. Projections of increased demand for soy over the coming decades are based on current trends. Reducing waste in the full supply chain and eating fewer animals products could keep soy demand in check, helping to take pressure off natural ecosystems while improving food security.
Reducing food waste: Every year, vast amounts of soy are wasted. It’s estimated that 30-50 per cent of the total food we produce is never consumed, resulting in the waste of some 1.2-2 billion tonnes of food every year (IME, 2013). Wasting meat and animal products that have been raised on soymeal and other grains has a particularly significant environmental impact. In Waste: Uncovering the Global Food Scandal, Tristram Stuart (2009) writes: “It takes 8.3 million ha of agricultural land to produce just the meat and dairy products wasted in UK households and by consumers, retailers and food services in the US. That is seven times the amount of land deforested in Brazil in the past year.” Opportunities exist to reduce waste at every step of the supply chain, from the farms where soy is grown to those where animals are raised, from supermarkets and restaurants to consumers. Most strikingly, millions of hectares of South American forests and grasslands could be spared if consumers, particularly in western countries, planned their shopping and meals more carefully (Stuart, 2009; Noleppa, 2012).

Reducing consumption of animal products: Growing crops to feed to animals is a highly inefficient way of feeding the world. Jonathan Foley writes in Scientific American (2011) that: “using highly productive croplands to produce animal feed, no matter how efficiently, represents a net drain on the world's potential food supply”. Around one-third of global cropland is used to grow animal feed (FAO, 2006). The world’s 1.6 billion cattle, buffalo and camels consume 4.6 billion tonnes of feed – more than four times what is needed to feed the global human population. (Flachowsky, 2008). A growing number of policy documents suggest that people in richer countries might eat less meat and dairy (e.g. FAO, 2006; Cabinet Office, 2008; Foley, 2011) – for health reasons as well as environmental and ethical ones. For example, the German Society of Nutrition recommends a maximum of 300-600g of meat per week, about half of what Germans currently consume. If all Germans adopted a healthy diet in line with scientific recommendations, meat consumption could drop by 3.2 million tonnes. This would reduce the amount of land needed for agricultural production by 1.8 million ha, including an estimated 826,000 ha of land used for the production of soy as animal feed, predominately in South America (Noleppa, 2012). Several WWF publications argue that world diets need to become more equitable: in other words, people in richer countries should eat less meat as consumption increases in the developing world. Modelling in the Living Forests Report suggests that meat consumption in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries needs to halve by 2050 to maintain Zero Net Deforestation and Degradation (Taylor, 2011a); the scenario for 100 per cent renewable energy presented in The Energy Report (Singer, 2011) depends on a similar reduction in order to free up land to grow biofuels.

Alternatives to soy: Other products can be substituted for soy, particularly in animal feed. This could include feeding livestock on waste products or on other plants grown sustainably. Some countries in Europe are also keen to reduce its dependence on soy imports. This has led to growing interest in soy production within Europe, as well as alternative protein sources such as rapeseed meal, sunflower meal, and regionally adapted legumes crops such as lupins, peas and beans. Duckweed, insect proteins and algae may offer promising future alternatives. Studies and field projects are being initiated both by NGOs, and by the feed industry and farmers. However, soy is a high-protein, high-energy crop: as long as we depend on a system of intensive meat production, on a global level responsibly grown soy remains a very efficient animal feed.
We all have a responsibility and a role to play in helping to reduce the negative environmental impacts of soy production. There is no single solution: everybody needs to act to contribute to the transition toward a more responsible soy industry.

### Soy producers

- Join the RTRS and agree to meet – and ideally exceed – RTRS standards, particularly with respect to choosing locations for growing soy.
- Set a time-bound plan for certifying all soy production.
- Use BMPs to improve productivity, minimize agrochemical use, improve or maintain soil quality, etc.
- Focus new production on degraded land or low-productivity pastures.
- Seek new ways to minimize off-site impacts of soy production.
- Take action to reverse loss of biodiversity and ecosystem services, for example by creating wildlife corridors and restoring natural vegetation around watercourses.
- For non-GM soy, choose and support development of RTRS non-GM or ProTerra-certified production and supply chains.

### Soy traders

- Join RTRS and make a time-bound commitment to moving all trade to RTRS-certified soy.
- Start sourcing RTRS-certified soy.
- Inform your buyers about RTRS.
- Use your power: the volume of trade you control gives you the potential to shift the whole soy market toward greater responsibility.
- Support programmes to help producers implement BMPs and achieve certification.
- For non-GM soy, choose and support development of RTRS non-GM or ProTerra-certified production and supply chains. When buying ProTerra-certified soy, ask for improvement of governance and verification.
What you can do

**Buyers in feed, meat and dairy, food processing and retail sectors**

- Join RTRS and commit to 100 per cent RTRS-certified soy under a time-bound plan.
- Begin purchasing RTRS soy, or animal products based on RTRS soy, as soon as possible.
- Buy RTRS certificates to increase responsible soy capacity in the short term, while supporting the development of mass balance and, ideally, fully segregated certified supply chains.
- Support programmes to help producers implement BMPs and achieve certification.
- For non-GM soy, choose and support development of RTRS non-GM production and supply chains. When buying ProTerra-certified soy, ask for improvement of governance and verification.
- Explore ways of reducing food waste and of reducing consumption of animal products.

**Financial institutions**

- Engage producers to achieve RTRS certification within a set timeframe.
- Provide preferential lending terms to RTRS-certified producers, processors and traders due to their lower risk factors and better overall governance and business performance.
- Lend to responsible and sustainable agriculture funds that capitalize production, new technology and systems and other value-chain functions.
- Engage food and consumer goods value-chain players to achieve RTRS certification within a set timeframe in their soy business.
- Put particular emphasis on traders, as they have a magnified impact on the supply chain.
- Evaluate the supply chain management/procurement policies of processors, traders and brands using RTRS or the key performance indicators of WWF’s *The 2050 Criteria*. 
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What you can do

Governments in soy-producing countries

- Create decision-making processes for land use that are fair, informed by science and recognize the need to balance conflicting demands. Use RTRS maps or land-use maps produced by systematic conservation-planning methodology.
- Clarify and strengthen laws and policies to protect native forests, grasslands, savannahs and freshwater regions, and ensure these are applied.
- Tighten existing legislation where this is weak (for example in the Cerrado, Gran Chaco and some areas of the Amazon).
- Develop, maintain and enlarge a comprehensive, ecologically representative network of protected areas, and invest in managing these effectively. Include both strict protection (IUCN categories I-IV) and protection of culturally important landscapes or areas of sustainable development mixed with biodiversity conservation (IUCN categories V-VI).
- Address shortfalls in protection, particularly in the Cerrado and Gran Chaco regions and in the Pampas.
- Research the value of economic and other benefits derived from natural ecosystems, and investigate the option of restoring natural vegetation in areas that have become degraded, proved unsuitable for soy or should never have been converted.
- Pursue funding mechanisms such as REDD+ for maintaining and enhancing natural capital.
- Invest in improved storage and infrastructure to prevent food spoiling.

Consumers

- Ask retailers and brands to commit to responsible soy throughout their supply chains.
- Choose soy products certified by RTRS, and choose animal products from animals that have been fed with responsible soy.
- If you’re concerned about GM soy, ask about RTRS-certified non-GM soy or ProTerra.
- Consider reducing your consumption of meat, eggs and dairy products – for most people, this will result in a diet closer to health recommendations.
- Reduce food waste by planning your shopping and meals carefully – only buy and prepare as much as you need.
- Research the value of economic and other benefits derived from natural ecosystems, and investigate the option of restoring natural vegetation in areas that have become degraded, proved unsuitable for soy or should never have been converted.
- Pursue funding mechanisms such as REDD+ for maintaining and enhancing natural capital.
- Invest in improved storage and infrastructure to prevent food spoiling.

- Ask retailers and brands to commit to responsible soy throughout their supply chains.
- Choose soy products certified by RTRS, and choose animal products from animals that have been fed with responsible soy.
- If you’re concerned about GM soy, ask about RTRS-certified non-GM soy or ProTerra.
- Consider reducing your consumption of meat, eggs and dairy products – for most people, this will result in a diet closer to health recommendations.
- Reduce food waste by planning your shopping and meals carefully – only buy and prepare as much as you need.
Governments in consumer countries

- Clarify and strengthen laws governing soy imports to ensure that products meet legal and ethical standards.
- Introduce regulations to ensure imported soy does not come from deforestation of native forests or other sensitive areas. Ideally this should support RTRS maps or similar land-use maps developed by the systematic conservation-planning methodology.
- Avoid perverse incentives within policy that might encourage detrimental direct or indirect land-use changes as a result of soy expansion.
- Strengthen policies related to the European Union Directive on Renewable Energy (EU-RED) to ensure soy biodiesel doesn’t threaten natural ecosystems, by making sure recognized certification schemes meet RTRS standards.
- Specify RTRS soy in public procurement, for example in animal products in public sector catering.
- Promote reduced meat and dairy consumption as part of a healthy lifestyle, and programmes to reduce food waste among households and in the farming, retail and food services sectors.

NGOs

- Join RTRS and get involved in multi-stakeholder dialogues to improve soy production.
- Give input into consultations around standards and specific certification processes.
- Participate in developing tools for improving environmental and social standards and protecting natural ecosystems, for example around mapping areas of HCV or ecosystem services valuation.
- Raise awareness of issues surrounding soy and possible solutions.
TIME TO ACT

When forests and other natural ecosystems are converted to agriculture, they are lost forever. And when they are gone, we lose so much. Irreplaceable biodiversity. Priceless natural and cultural heritage. Essential services that we take for granted, from clean water and productive soils to disease control and a stable climate.

The massive growth in soy production over the last few decades has led to the loss of natural ecosystems in South America on a vast scale – and soy expansion remains one of the biggest threats facing the natural world today. But it doesn’t have to be this way. As this report has shown, we can meet the future need for soy without destroying priceless natural environments. We have no excuse for delay.

Rio Negro Forest Reserve, Amazonas, Brazil
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BIODIVERSITY
Biodiversity, ecosystems and ecosystem services – our natural capital – must be preserved as the foundation of well-being for all.

BIOCAPACITY
It takes 1.5 years for the Earth to regenerate the renewable resources that people use, and absorb the CO2 waste they produce, in that same year.

EQUITABLE SHARING
Equitable resource governance is essential to shrink and share our resource use.

BETTER CHOICES
Living within ecological boundaries requires a global consumption and production pattern in balance with the Earth’s biocapacity.